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CHAPTER I
THE VALUE OF HISTORICAL FICTION
Introduction .
The purpose of this paper is to present a selected,
annotated list of recent historical fiction which may be used
as supplementary reading to accompany American history courses
in the junior and senior high schools. Prior to the compiling
of the list in this paper there was no adequate bibliography
covering the historical fiction published in the period from
1940 to the present.
According to Helen E. Haines, a historical novel
[
depicts actual periods, persons, or events of history in
such a manner that they can be readily identified* Such
|depiction may be complete or partial, specific or gen-
eralized. Many novels are rendered historical by their
evocation of the background and "atmosphere" of a period,
rather than by presentation of specific historical charac-
ters or events, , .The historical novel offers a recrea-
tion of the past at once imaginative and realistic, it
imbues famous figures of history with immediate vitality
and emotional significance, and it enables present-day
readers to realize conditions of living as they were
Imown to men and women of a vanished day, 1/
The value of historical fiction as supplementary
reading in history classes has been the subject of much dis-
cussion on the part of educators and historians. It goes
without saying that the present writer considers its use to
l[
1/ Helen E. Haines, Living with Books . New York, Columbia
University Press, 1935. P. 443
-1-
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be of value or this bibliography would not have been compiled*
The following comments express the viewpoints of various his-
torians, history teachers, and writers.
History and Fiction .
Concerning the value of historical fiction, Ernest A,
Baker comments.
Historical fiction is not history, but it is often
better than history. A fine historical painting, a
pageant, or a play easily teach more and carry a deeper
impression than whole chapters of description and
analysis .1/
A writer in 1939 expressed the belief that the in-
creased popularity of historical fiction at that time was
evidence of a
growing interest in the American past as a means of illum-
inating our position in the American present. Granted
that Northwest Passage and Gone with the V/ind were widely
read principally because they were good stories—it is
true also that they have made thousands of readers conr
scious of American history as no history book has ever
done
.2/
The same writer also mentioned that some authors of
historical fiction "are motivated by a consuming desire to
3/
explore the roots of our present experience."
YJ Ernest A. Baker. A Guide to Historical Fiction. New York,
The Macmillan Company, 1914* P. viii.
2/ George Stevens, "Evaluation of Contemporary Fiction and
Nonfiction", in Louis R. V/ilson, ed. The Practice of Book
Selection
. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1940«
P. 82.
3/ Ibid., p. 83.

Substantially the same Idea was expressed by another
writer who said that Kenneth Roberts is motivat ^-ith a desire,
not for money or fame, but for the presentation of "pictures of
the American past v/hich are honest, rich and intellectually
1/
stimulating.
"
It must be understood . that no one claims that his-
torical fiction should or could be substituted for history. The
Coimnittee on American History in Schools and Colleges says that
historical novels which are based on good research may make a
contribution to an understancing of the past, but that the
reader should g-uard against false impressions gained from their
read-ing. The Committee warns, "The person who desires histor-
2/
ical accuracy must supplement novels with history."
As a corollary to the rule Just cited, the teacher of
history could say that he who desires his pupils to gain mean-
ingful impressions about the past might v/ell supplement history
with fiction.
Channing, Hart, and Turner maintain that
Historical events and movements are frequently fixed
in the memory by the perusal of books which may be inac-
curate in themselves especially as to details, but which
nevertheless leave a permanent and reasonably correct im-
pression on the mind of the reader. 3/
1/ John T. Frederick. "Kenneth Roberts", 5n--:lish Journal
30:435-443, June, 1941.
2/ American History in Schools and Colle.;?es . New York, The
Macmillan Company, 1944. P. 49.
3/ Edward Channing, Albert Bushnell Hart, and Frederick Jackson
Turner. G-uide to the Study and Rearjj.n.p: of America.n History .
Boston, GS-xnn anSTLi orp.p.aiiy , iw i'-^..
1.
The present writer believes that because many histor-
ical novelists base their work on sound research, list the
||
sources of their material, and frankly designate the few dis-
i
crepancies from the truth which they are forced to make for the
sake of the plot that the lasting, over-all impressions are of
enough value and the inaccuracies of so little significance as
to justify, and even demand, the inclusion of historical fic-
tion in the history reading program of the schools* Students '
must, however, realize that history and fiction are not the
same and that the approach to the two must be different.
||
Roorbach suggests that the very possibility of inac-
curacies in historical novels offers a very effective way of
j
introducing research and the historical method to the pupils.
The application of this suggestion would encourage them to
1!
check the accuracy of the materials in the novels that they
read*
Vfliy not have the pupils do a little research of
their own? They are interested, and here is an opportunity
to apply the historical method. The historical method is ,1
one of the great values claimed for the teaching of history.
It teaches the pupils how to use indexes, how to search for
reference material, how to evaluate the references, when
found, and how to apply internal and external criticism.!/
The difference between history and historical fiction
is not always to the discredit of the latter. Baker points
out.
1/ Agnew 0. Roorbach. "The Historical Novel as an Aid to the
Teaching of Social Studies", The Historical Outlook
,
20:396-398,1
December, 1929. ^^^^^^
i-.1
((
5Even a second-rate historical novel may have ample
excuse for existence. But a good one
—
good, that is,
merely as a story--though chronology may be at fault and
facts inaccurately stated, will probably succeed in making
a period live in the imagination, when text-books merely
give us the dry bones. . ,Vkn historical study, though in
the form of fiction, may have a positive value as a con-
tribution to knowledge" and a historical novel "based on
original research or depicting. • .characters not merely
as statesmen or politicians, but as living people, with
personal as well as public interests, with ordinary frail-
ties and workaday inconsistencies. . .gives the history
student a bird^seye view where previously his has been
obstructed by details. . The groundwork of the genuine
historical romance. . .is as sincere and valid reconstruc-
tion as the best efforts of the serious historian, and
much the same methods are employed. Neither can possibly
be more than an approximation to the reality; neither can
help us to anjrthing but a partial realization of the past
which is no more.l/
Hervey Allen points out the common characteristics
shared by history and historical fiction.
Every history as well as every historical novel con-
tains two kinds of truth: first, the factual and literal
truth in the r ecording of actual events, people, places,
and time; second, the philosophical and logical truth of
the comment which the historian or novelist makes in writin
his data
.2/
In speaking of the merits of the historical novel,
Allen said.
It is in this capacity to produce an illusion of
reliving the past that the chief justification for the
historical novel exists. Since no one, neither historian
nor novelist, can reproduce the real past, one may infer
that, if supremely well done, the historical novel, by
preserving the past dramatically, actually gives the reader
a more vivid, adequate, and significant apprehension of
past epochs than does the historian, who conveys facts
about them. 3/
1/ Ernest A. Baker. <S>p.Q.lt,
,
p. viii.
2/ Hervey Allen, "History and the Novel", The Atlantic Monthly
,
173:119-121, February, 1944*
}/ Ibid., p. 120. ^^=^ —=_

6Historical Fiction as Supplementary Reading ,
Gray and Monroe found that the period from twelve to
sixteen years of age is a critical time in the development of
reading tastes and that the secondary school teachers on the
whole have failed to realize this and fulfill their obligations
along this line in the past. More and more emphasis is now
being laid upon the importance of developing within pupils
worthwhile reading tastes by providing them with opportunities
for extensive reading.
Even if, as Johnson maintains, the historical novel
2/
cultivates a taste for the historical novel", and if it does
no more than that, the teacher who introduces his students to
historical fiction has taken a step toward meeting one of the
seven cardinal principles, namely, the worthy use of leisure
time. Surely, reading of this type is one worthy activity for
leisure time, and a liking for it might steer a few boys and
girls away from a steady diet of comic books.
Umstattd says, "If the teacher, for example, is able
to awaken a keen interest in such reading materials as Treasure
Island or good historical fiction, materials of lower q.uality
3/
will soon cease to attract."
1/ Vifilliam S.~Gray and Huth Munroe. The Reading Interests and
Habits of Adults. A Preliminary Report. New York, The Mac-
millan Company, 1929, P. 272.
2/ Henry Johnson. Teaching of History in jillementary and
Secondary Schools with Applications to Allied Studies . New York
The iviacmillan Company, 1940. P. 357.
3/ J. G. Umstattd. Secondary School Teaching . Boston, Ginn
and Company, 1944. P. 124»

Another writer has remarked that "a good historical
1/
novel is a real vacation," ivlany people would not go that far
in praise of this type of reading, yet it is an indication of
the place which the reading of historical fiction may hold as
an activity for leisure time. Many people do, however, realize
its value as such an activity,
Logasa states the same idea when she says that the
present-day stress on extensive reading in connection with
school courses is not only for the immediate value to be se-
cured from the reading, but for an experience that is likely
to be carried over into adult life for a leisure occupation..
History as presented in textbooks, she claims, is likely to be
"abstract, dry, and lifeless", and that history* s lessons are
lost for many students unless they are enlivened. She main-
tains that fiction can do this "with its emotional and imagin-
ative appeal" and that it may become gateway to historical
2/
interest and historical knowledge". These statements indicate
that she would not agree entirely with Johnson who discounted
the possibility of the reading of historical fiction increasing
interest in history.
Many other authorities agree with Logasa. One writer
says that an interest in and a taste for history are created by
1/ John T. Frederick. "Make It a Historical Summer", The
Rotarian, 65:18-19, July, 1944.
2/ Hannah Logasa. Historical Fiction and Other Heading Refer-
ences for Classes in Junior and Senior High Schools . Philadel-
phia, McKinley Publishing Company, 1941* P. 10.
I v
8reading historical novels and that although there are other
media through which this may be done, none is better than fic-
1/
tion.
Studies on Historical Fiction in the Classroom .
In one of the studies dealing with the use of histor-
ical fiction in the classroom, the teacher aslced pupils to
2/
criticize their history courses. He found that they considered
their textbooks to have little literary style and little sense
of the narrative; they complained that the textbooks were
written in an uninviting, expositional style and with a diffi-
cult vocabulary. The content was criticized as being devoid of
concrete, dramatic experiences; to many pupils history was only
a mass of names, political parties, wars, and dates* I
In attempting to remedy this situation, the teacher,
at the beginning of a unit, told his class that they need not
read any textbooks on the subject. For three days they read
fiction or nonfiction materials which they chose from the books
listed on the bibliography which the teacher prepared.
j|
A check-up revealed that 38 of the 66 pupils involved
did unsolicited outside reading, 32 discussed the material with
people other than classmates, and 63 liked studying the mater-
ial in this manner better than in the usual way. In asicing for
1/ Albert J, Silverman. "Historical Fiction and the Junior
High School, with a Selected Bibliography", The Historical
Outlook
, 17:385-389, December, 1926.
2/ Leo J. Alilunas. "History Spree", The Clearing House ,
18:230-231, December, 1943.
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the pupils' reactions, the teacher found that they liked reading
which did not require constant concentration but which appealed
to the imagination and told how people lived. A few pupils
were bothered because so few facts were presented; this showed
that they were ready for a more factual approach of the same
subject. From this experience, the teacher concluded that the
pupils liked to do their history thinking through the narrative
and subjective approach and that they acquired a liking for
history from this reading and that they were surprised that it
could be so interesting.
Tyler Kepner, reporting on an experiment with library
reading in the social studies, argues for the use of historical
fiction in the classroom, although he recognizes its limitations
Now we are aware that few pupils will cultivate a
love of serious reading through the reading of historical
novels, and we are conscious of the fact that the pupil
who in school does not progress much beyond the thumbing
of pictorial matter is not likely to become much of a
reader in the years after school. Our contention is,
however, that the pupil who learns to read historical
novels in school with a measure of enjoyment may not only
read such imaginative literature after he leaves school
but he may acquire a taste for good historical fiction
as against the poor.l/
An experiment aimed to determine the value of histor-
ical fiction as an aid in the development of superior attitude
2/
and achievement in American history was conducted by (Jamison.
1/ Tyler Kepner. "History Reading Groups in the Library",
Wilson Bulletin, 10:507-511. 549. April. 1936.
2/ Roy S. Jamison. Historical Fiction as an Aid in the Devel-
•
}.
opment of Superior Attitude and Achievement in American History
j
Master Of Education Thesis, Pennsylvania State College, 1935
•
-
1
1 ^
. ^ 1. •
-J
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He devised an attitude test in two comparable forms and used
two forms of a standardized achievement test to measure the
results. Two parallel classes, one a control group and one an
||
experimental group, were taught in exactly the same way except
that the latter group read from eight to twelve novels during
the year,
I
In the matter of improved attitude the experimental
group surpassed the control group by only a slight margin, or
^
1,5 to 1, The superiority of the experimental group in achieve-
li
" ment was 102 .43 to 1. This appears to dispute the theory that
historical fiction presents detrimental inaccuracies.
The slight improvement of attitude on the part of the
experimental group might be accounted for by the fact that this
group received a high mean score on the first attitude test, ana
thus the chances for improvement were narrowed. The range of
score values on that test was from 1,0 to 10.4, with 10.4 being
the score designating an attitude which was the least favorable
to history. The mean score of this particular group was 3«5,
indicating that a highly favorable attitude toward history ex-
|
isted at the outset. The author pointed out that it would be
unfair to condemn the use of historical fiction as a means of
improving attitiide on the sole basis of the results of this
experiment because of this fact*
I In summing up the arguments concerning the use of
historical fiction, Ernest Horn says,

11
It is clear that the trend of opinion, not less
among historians than among literary critics, is that
the best examples of historical fiction do contribute
materially to the reader's insight into past times. 1/
One of the significant points in Horn's statement is
that "the best examples" of historical fiction must be used,
thus it is implied that the pupils should be presented with a
selected list from which they may choose the novels for their
reading. This bibliography is designed to help the teacher in
preparing such a list.
1/ Ernest Horn, Methods of Instruction in the Social Studies ,
Heport of the Commission on the Social Studies, Part XV, Boston,
JhlrlBs^^cribner's Sons, 1937. P. 281.
t < t r
CHAPTER II
BIBLIOGRAPHIES OF HISTORICAL FICTION
Previoas Bibliographies.
The bibliography in this paper includes only the his-
torical novels published from 1940 to 1946, as Logasa^s
Historical Fiction satisfactorily lists and annotates those
novels published before 1940. The teacher will need to consult
bibliographies by Logasa and others to supplement this bibliog-
raphy with novels published before and after those included in
the list in this paper. The most helpful bibliographies for
the teacher are commented upon here.
Logasa* s Historical Fiction and Other Reading
References for Classes in Junior and Senior High Schools is by
far the most helpful and complete bibliography. The novels
listed cover the whole span of world history as well as that of
United States history. Those books which are suitable for use
in junior high school classes are marked by an asterisk. For
each book there is a brief statement about the setting of the
story, but no evaluations are given,
y
The Fiction Catalog which is kept up to date by sup-
plements, is an author, title, and subject index of all fiction
1/
published.
1/ Dorothy E. Cook and others, comp.. Fiction Catalog , New
York, The H. W. Wilson Company.

Annotations are given in the author index. There is no heading
called "historical fiction" so it is necessary to search under
several subject headings to obtain a list of historical fiction
which approximates being complete. It is, nevertheless, the
best source from which to obtain titles of recently published
novels to be added to an already existing bibliography,
|
The Standard Catalog for High School Libraries is a
graded list of reading materials for junior and senior high ^
1/
schools. It is tept up to date by supplements. Historical
fiction is not listed under a separate heading, so again it is
necessary to look under several topics in the first part of the
catalog, where the title, author, and subject indexes are all
in one alphabetical list. The second part includes classific-
ations according to the Dewey decimal system and has annotations*
ii
Only a partial list of historical fiction may be obtained from
an exhaustive search throughout the catalog as it is highly-
selected and, therefore, limited. Nevertheless, it is one of
the best sources to use in preparing a bibliography for stu-
dents because it is selected and graded.
The Children's Catalog is a similar volume and is an
annotated, graded list of materials for pupils up to grade
nine.
1/ Standard Catalog for High School Libraries
. New York, The
H. W. Wilson Company.
2/ Children's Catalog . New York, The H. W. Wilson Company.
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Although Carpenter's Gateways to Aaierican History is
primarily for use by teachers of slow readers in the junior
high school, it is also of much assistance in suggesting reading
matter which is suitable for slow readers found in senior high
1/
schools.
Two small, but very valuable, bibliographies of
American historical fiction are Thiessen's An Annotated Bibliog-
2/
rachy of American Historical Fiction and Gunnar Horn's "Ameri-
—
^
can History in Fiction", They are especially worthy of mention
because they are readily available to the teacher at a very
small expense.
Good sources of reviews are the Saturday Review of
Literature and The Nev7 York Times Book Review Section. Excerpt^
of reviews from these and other periodicals may be found in the
Book Review Digest .
A more complete list of bibliographies of varying
degrees of use to a history teacher may be found in the Appendix
at the end of this paper. Only those bibliographies that were
1/ Helen x/icCracken Carpenter. Gatev^ays to American History .
New York, The H. V/. V/ilson Company, 1942.
2/ N. J". Thiessen. An Annotated Bibliography of American
Historical Fiction . Emporia, Kansas; Kansas State Teachers
College, 1938.
3/ Gunnar Horn. "American History in Fiction", Personal
Growth Leaflet, Number 206. Washington, The National Education
Association, 1941.
4/ Book Review Digest . New York, The H. W". Wilson Company,
J.
. . 1- .' u.
»
personally examined by the present writer and that were found
to contain annotations of historical fiction suitable for use
||
in secondary schools were included. Some of the lists deal with
material intended for use by younger pupils; however, the same
material in some instances, may be read by slow readers in the
upper grades.
Procedure Used in Compiling and Annotating This Bibliog-
raphy ,
The Fiction Catalog served as the source for obtaining
a list of the historical novels published from 1940 to 1946,
As the novels considered are only those published
within certain years, some periods and phases of United States
history are unavoidably more adequately represented by novels
than are others. It was imperative to limit the number of novels
under consideration rather than to slight the treatment of any
of those included. Consequently, no novels dealing principally |l
with events after 1900 were included. However, this should not
be construed to mean that the study of the twentieth century
should be neglected in history courses.
Each novel was read or skimmed with more than a cursory
examination. During the reading notes were taken of historical
characters, events, and places as well as political, social, and
economic trends, conditions, and customs which were treated in
detail and which would be likely to be included in history
courses in the schools. Upon completion of the reading, the
Ic
• c
I-
__ ====—====—=—=——^ 1^
time, the setting, and a brief statement about the story were
written. Then, the annotations were put in the form to be found
in chapter three.
These annotations, together with the title and topical
indexes, will enable a teacher to learn with what topics and
periods each book deals; it will also enable him to determine
|j
which book: or books treat certain topics with which his pupils
are concerned.
No attempt was made to suggest the relative value of
the books annotated; however, when, in the compiler's opinion,
the book was poorly written, contained numerous historical inac-
curacies, or was of value chiefly as entertainment, the book
was omitted, iiach teacher, after consulting this bibliography
for books likely to be pertinent to his class work, must decide
by perusing the book or by reading reviews of it whether or not
to recommend it to his pupils.
Consideration was given to the possibility of grading
the reading difficulty of the novels by one of the numerous
readability formulae, but it was decided that none of the formu-J
lae are sufficiently well-established to justify their use. A
|j
very comprehensive review of studies concerning these formulae
y
was made by Flesch, He pointed out the fallacies and inconsist-
encies of those already devised, especially when applied to
adult reading matter. He cited examples of studies which showed
1/ Rudolf Plesch. Marks of Readable Style , Contributions to
jSducation, No. 897« New York, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1943 > L=__==_=
fI .1
that the different formulae applied to the same material pro-
duced results designating that material to be the most difficult
according to one formula and the least difficult according to
another. Flesch devised a formula to be used on adult reading ,
matter; and although it seemed to be more consistent than many
of the others, yet it did not appear enough so to warrant its
use in light of the amount of time required for its application,
|:
Merely as an indication of the difficulty of each book,
the writer attempted to ascertain to some degree the difficulty
on a purely subjective basis. Those books thought to be less
difficult because of vocabulary, sentence length, clarity of
'I expression, and book length were marked with an asterisk. This
will provide some help to the teacher and as an indication of
the probable relative difficulty. With few exceptions, those
books marked with an asterisk are the only ones which would be
suitable for junior high school use. In a few instances, excep-
tional readers in those grades might enjoy those books judged to
be more difficult. After some acquaintance with the novels as
well as observation and study of the pupils' use and reactions
to them, the teacher can determine more conclusively their rela-
tive difficulty and when to recommend them.

CHAPTER III
I
RECENT HISTORICAL FICTION
Books marked with * are considered less difficult.
-18-
f
(1.)* Aldrich, Bess Streeter. TPIE LIEUTEl^NT'S LADY.
Nev\r York, D. Appleton-Century Company, 1943. 275 pp.
Time
1867-1868
Setting
Nebraska, Dakota, and Ivlontana Territories
Story
Lmnie Colsworth marries Lt. Norman Stafford of the
U, S. army when her cousin elopes with another man.
The Staffords live in army outposts.
Topics
Bull boats—Father De Smet
—
geography of the West
—
history of the region—Indian villages and customs
—
life in western territories—life on an army post
travel by steamboat
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
(I
(2.) Allen, Hervey, BEDFOiiD VILLAGE. New York, Farrar and
Rinehart, Inc., 1944. 30$ pp.
Time
1763-1764
Setting
Pennsylvania
Story
Salathiel Albine, known as "Little Turtle" while an
Indian captive, joins a band of raiders who molests
Indians and traders who are hindering settlement.
The band makes its headquarters at Pendergasses ' at
Bedford Village.
Topics
Character of frontiersmen—dangers of mutiny among
soldiers stationed on the frontier—duties of an
English army officer in America—frontier settle-
ments—frontier surgeons--frontier taverns—hatred
for the Indians and urge for revenge
—
juvenile
delinquency' on the frontier—Order of Masons
—
Pontiac's Rebellion—trade and barter
Historical Character
Arthur St. Clair
Illustrations
Picture of Pendergasses* Tavern.
V
(3.) Allen, Hervey. THE FORh;sT AND THE FORT. New York,
Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1943. 344 pp.
Time
1763
Setting
Pennsylvania
Story
Salathiel Albine escapes from the Shawnee Indians,
with whom he has lived for many years as "Little
Turtle", and becomes the personal servant of the
commander of an iiinglish fort.
Topics
Adjustments to be made by an English captive after
his release from the Indians—attaclis on traders by
whites disguised as Indians— capture and adoption
of a white by the Indians— character and life of
English army officers in America—dispute between
the English and Erench over the ownership of western
lands--enmity of settlers for traders—indentured
servants—frontier during the French and Indian V.'ar-
Indian lore--life in an ji,nglish fort--missionaries
on the frontier
—
Q,uak:er traders—rivalry of the
militia and the British regulars—travel in the
wilderness
Historical Characters
George Croghan--Pontiac—Arthur ot. Clair
Illustrations
Picture of Salathiel Albine after his escape from
the Shawnees.
\c
t
-
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(4.)* Allis, ivlarguerite, ALL IN GOOD TLviE. New York, G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1944. 309 pp.
Time
1795-1817
Setting
Connecticut
Story
Job hubbard and his wife cooperate in their ventures
of clockmaicing and woolen manufacturing
Topics
Attitude of New England toward Madison and the v;ar
of 1812—Burr-Hamilton duel—chores and work on a
farm—court system—decline in power of the Congreg-
ational Church—embarge—General Assembly of Conn-
ec±icut--home industries—introduction of merino
sheep—introduction of water power and mass produc-
tion—Jacobins—Louisiana Purchase—methods and
difficulties in clockmaking—rise of Democratic
Party—voting qualifications
Historical Characters
Aaron Burr—Judge Piermont ildwards—Eli Terry
Illustrations
None

23
(5.)* Allis, ..larguerite. CHAiaTY STRONG. New York, G. P. I
Putnam's Sons, 1945. 281 pp.
Time
1825-1833
Setting
Connecticut and New York
Story
Charity Strong, despite her father's objections,
sets her heart upon becoming an opera star
Topics
Bay Psalm Book—"blue laws"—New jjngland ' s character
and ideas—New England's prejudice against the theater,
opera, and the use of musical instruments in church
—
onion fields of V/ethersfield—Phineas T. Barnum's
lottery—theatrical and musical productions of the
time— singing school—steamboat travel
Historical Characters
Cornelius Vanderbilt
Illustrations
None

24
(6.) Allis, Marguerite, NOT WITHOQT PiSIL. New York, G. P,
Putnam's Sons, 1941. 405 pp.
Time I
1743-lBOO, approximately
|
Setting
il
Connecticut River Valley In Vermont I
Story
Jemima Sartwell, thrice maried and the mother of nine,
shows the stamina and courage of a true pioneer in
her experiences in the Indian wars, as a captive among
the Indians, and throughout the revolution.
Topics
Abenaquis—effect of Indian captivity upon whites
—
events leading to the xtevolution—floods—Fort Dummer—!;
Fort St. Frederic, later Crown Point—French and Indianj;
V/ar—French in Canada—King George's v;ar--life, charac-l
ter, customs, and attitudes of pioneers—methods of
traveling—a pioneer fort
—
problem of obtaining hard
money
—
quarrel between Governor V/entworth and Governor
Clinton over the Bennington Grants
—
quarrel between
Massachusetts and New Hampshire about furnishing gar- i,
risons along the Connecticut—Rogers' Rangers—St. I
Francis— smallpox epidemic and the introduction of
vaccinations— squatters and land grants—Yorkers vs. ,
Yankees
Historical Characters
Ethan Allen—Israel Putnam—Peter and Philip Schuyler
—
John Stark
—
governor Vaudreil—many early New Hampshire
and Vermont settlers
Illustrations
Map of the St. Lawrence-Lake Champlain region

25
^ (7.) Allis, Marguerite. THE SPLENDOR STAYS. New York, G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1942. 497 pp.
Time
^ 1805-1861
' Setting
Connecticut, New York, Massachusetts, Vv'ashington, D.C.
and South America
;|
Story
The careers of the seven Hart girls are varied and
unique for the times
Topics
Ideas concerning religion, politics, divorce, women's
rights, and education—Monroe Doctrine—social customs
of the day in the United States and South America
—
struggle for the recognition of the South American
republics—supremacy of the Federalist Party and the
Congregational Church in New England—traveling
—
United States' relations with South America—War of
1812 and the threat of New England secession
Historical Characters
Heman Allen—Simon Bolivar—Aaron Burr—Henry Clay
—
Fenimore Cooper—Timothy Dwight—Isaac Hull
i
;! Illustrations
None
5
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(8.) Altrocchi, Julia Cooley. WLVES AGAINST THE MOON.
New York, The Macmillan Company, 1940. 572 pp.
Time
1794-1835
Setting
The Old Northwest
Story
Joseph Bailly, heir to much wealth in Canada, chooses
a life in the wilderness and becomes a fur trader.
His marriage to a half-breed and his business ventures
form part of the story. I
Topics
American Fur Company—coming of the Anglo-Saxon settlei'
--decline in power of the French—disputes between the '
pioneers and the English and American governments
—
Fort Dearborn—fur trade--Indian powwows—Indians*
struggle for existence—life of the French in Q,uebec
—
life in New Orleans—massacre and fire in Detroit
Northwest
•
Fur Company—Raisin River Battle—relations
of the French with the Indians and the English—ship-
building on the Great Lakes—tribal customs of the
Ottawas, the Potawatamis and the A^iamis—War of 1812
in the West
Historical Characters
Black Hawk—Ramsey Crooks—William Hull—Wilson Price
Hunt—Donald McKenzie—The Prophet—Tecumseh—William
V/ells—many other well-known government officials,
military men, and fur traders
,
Illustrations
None
-4
-1
.
Aydelotte, Dora. RUN OF THE STARS. New York, D.
Appleton-Century Company, 1940. 340 pp.
Time
1889-1896
Setting
Oklahoma Territory
Story
Sela Biirchard becomes involved in the strife between
the farmers and the cattlemen
Topics
Boundary disputes—character of Westerners—doctors-
dugout dwellers—education—Fourth of July orations-
law enforcement—social life and religion—stage-
coaches—United States reservations--war between the
farmers and the cattlemen
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
cc
:J —
Best, Herbert. YOUNG »UN. New York, The Macmillan
Company, 1944 • 271 PP-
Tlme
After the Revolution
Setting
Western New York
Story
The Post children carry on and make a living for
themselves after their mother's death and their
father's disappearance
Topics
Cooperation on neighborhood projects—hunting--
frontier ministers—use of oxen— sports, contests,
and other frontier customs—work of a gunsmith and
his apprentice—work on a frontier farm
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
(Q
(11.) Binns, Archie. j.lIGKTY L10UNTAIN. New York, Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1940. 440 pp.
Time
1850»s
Setting
Paget Sound
Story
Elmer Hale, a New Englander, settles in Vlashington
Territory. He struggles to make a home and a living
in the wilderness in spite of Indian wars.
Topics
Hudson Bay Company—Indian customs—Indian uprisings
—life on a trading vessel—manner of making Indian
treaties—"pikes"
—
pioneer life—Pre-emption
—
prob-
lem of finding a place for Indians to live after land
was claimed by whites—Puget Sound Agricultural
Company
Historical Characters
Isaac Stevens—Dr. ViTilliam Tolmie
Illustrations
None
r
10
(12.) Birney, Hoffman. ANN CARI'.ffiNY. New York, G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1941. 423 pp.
Time
1860 's
Setting
Great Basin
Story
Ann Carmeny marries Jesse Minor to save the fortune
her father left her from falling into the hands of
outlaws
Topics
Character of the men of the West
—
gambling, outlaws.
Vigilance Committee, and law enforcement
—
gold mining
in Bannock City and Virginia City
—
growth of Montana
Territory—Mormons—transport organizations—wagon
trains—western trails
Historical Characters
Joseph Smith—Brigham Young
Illustrations
None
I)
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(13.) Boyce, Burke. THE Pi^RILOUS NIGHT. New York, The
Viking Press, 1942. 560 pp.
Time
1776-1782
Settiqg
Orange County, New York
Story .
Tem'py Ann Howell and her family suffer the hardships
of war in the region where both patriots and Tories
supplied the armies with products from their pros-
perous farms
Topics
Actions of the British officers—Acts of the Contin-
ental Congress—Arnold's treason—attitudes toward
the Revolution and the Tories—campaigns of the War
in Nevj York—Committee of Safety—Cow-Boys—French
||
Alliance—frontier life—militia
—
problem of obtaining
supplies and money—religion
Historical Characters
Benedict Arnold
Illustrations
None
c/
(14.) Cannon, LeGrand, Jr. LOOK TO THE MOUNTAIN. New York,
Henry Holt and Company, 1942. 547 pp.
Time
1769-1777
Setting
New Hampshire
Story
Wiiit Livingston and his wife, Melissa, settle in the
wilderness and endure many hardships to make a living
and a home
Topics
Battle of Bennington--belief in charms as cures--
character of New England settlers— clothes, food,
houses, equipment, and social customs of pioneer
settlers— colonial taverns—desire to own land
—
effect of the Revolution on New Hampshire frontier
settlements
—
geography of New Hampshire—hunting,
trapping, and fishing—New Hampshire Grants
—
prep-
aration for winter—speech of the pioneers--town
meeting—traveling by foot and by canoe—value of
oxen and cows on the frontier—v/ork on a wilderness
farm
Historical Characters
John Stark—John V/entworth
Illustrations
Map of New Hampshire
t c
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(15.) Gather, Willa. SAPPHIRA MD THS SLAVE GIRL. New York,
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1940. 295 pp.
Time
1856, Epilogue— 25 years later
Setting
Backwoods of Virginia
Story
Sapphira Colbert, the wealthy crippled wife of Henry
Colbert, a miller, becomes jealous of a mulatto slave
girl and subtly, but cruelly attempts to do her harm
Topics
A backwoods* mill—Baptist Church in the back country
--buildings and routine on a prosperous backwoods
farm— country schoolmaster and preacher—diphtheria
epidemic--doctoring—effect of the Civil l/7ar on one
small community—haying in the back country—slavery-
sale and trading of slaves, treatment of slaves by
their owners, training of slaves, slave trade,
attitudes of various classes toward slavery, attitude
of slaves toward emancipation--snobbishness of the
aristocratic families of English descent—Underground
Railway
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None '
C
(16.)* Corbett, Elizabeth. FAYE»S FOLLY. New York, D.
Appleton-Century Company, 1941. 312 pp.
Time
1864-1869
Setting
Illinois
Story
Siieba Faye runs her father's farm after his death
and continues to take care of Jim Warner's children
after their mother runs away
Topics
Background history of Illinois—Copperheads—elect-
oral campaign of 1864— events of the Civil V/ar
—
love of farming—return of Civil War veterans
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations *
None
rc
Crabb, Alfred Leland. BHEAICFAST AT THE HERACCTAGE, A
NOVEL OF NASHVILLE REBUILDING. New York, Bobbs-
Merrill Company, 1945. 312 pp.
Time
1890 's
Setting
Nashville, Tennessee
Story
Hunt Justice is a promising young architect. He is
vitally interested in and connected with the restor
ation of Nashville's old historic buildings
Topics
Cleveland's visit to Nashville
—
general historical
background of Nashville—introduction of electric
cars—life of different classes in a southern city-
need of better education, housing, and public
officials—restoration of the Hermitage—Tennessee
Centennial
Historical Characters
Mrs. James Polk:—descendants of the Jackson and
Donelson families
Illustrations
Liti^ on inside covers
(r
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(18,)* Crabb, Alfred Leland. DINNER AT BEUvlONT. New York,
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1942, 385 pp.
Time
1858-1865
Setting
Nashville
Story
The romance of a Yankee and a Southern girl pro-
gresses against the background of wartime Hashville,
Topics
Conflicting loyalties toward the Civil Vto in one
community—effect of the Civil V/ar on Nashville
—
events of the War in the vicinity of Nashville--
hardships endured by the Southerners—mob violence
against Yankees—recruiting for the Confederate
Army--spies--steamboat travel—war work of the women
Historical Characters
Andrew tTohnson—General Albert S. Johnston—ilrs.
James K. Polk—General George Thomas—General William
Walker
Illustrations
Map of Nashville
rc
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Derleth, August V/illiam. BRIGHT JOURNEY. New York,
Charles scribner's Sons, 1940, 424 pp.
Time
1812-1840, approximately
Setting
Michigan and Wisconsin Territories
Story
Hercules Dousman is a boy during the War of 1812o
As a young man he is employed by Astor and the
American Fur Company
Topics
American Fur Company—Chippewas, Ottawas, Dacotahs
and Winnebagos—fur trading—Indian agents--lead
mining—Prairie da Chien—1/Var of 1812 in the west-
white man*s treatment of the Indian
Historical Characters
John Jacob Aster--Lewis Cass—Ramsey Crooks
—
Jefferson Davis--John Marsh—Vvinf ield Scott
Zachary Taylor
Illustrations
None

(20.)* Ellsberg, ^idward. CAPTAIN PAUL. New York, Dodd, Mead
and Company, Inc., 1941. 607 pp.
Time
1773-1781, 1808
Setting
New England, Virginia, Philadelphia, West Indies,
France, and the high seas
Story
Tom Folger sails on a whaling vessel until the war
puts an end to whaling. Then, he joins John Paul
Jones and serves as a midshipman in the United States
Navy
I
Topics
j
Boston Port Bill—effect of the war on trade—Emhargo]
of 1807—life and hardships of a sailor's life—life
of southern planters—Marine Committee—navigation
of sailing vessels
—
privateering—rivalry between
colonies—rivalry between individuals for high off-
ices—Second Continental Congress— slave trade
—
struggles to establish a navy
—
Historical Characters
John Adams—Nicholas Biddle--Dorothea Dandridge
—
Benjamin Franklin—Temple Franklin—Patrick Henry
—
Joseph Hewes—Esek Hopkins—John Paul Jones, early
life, efforts to secure position in navy, personalityj^
and command of the "Alfred", the "Providence", the
"Ranger", and the "Bon Homme Richard"—Arthur Lee—
:
Dudley Saltonstall
Illustrations
None
c
(21,)* Erskine, John. GIVE m LIBERTY. New York, Frederick A«
Stokes Company, 1940. 313 PP*
Time
Just before the Revolution
Setting
Virginia
Story
David Farrill as a boy is a pupil of Dr. James iviaury.
He is also an admirer of Patrick Henry and an acquain
tance of Thomas Jefferson. He becomes involved with
the revolutionary movement in Virginia.
Topics
Attitudes toward slavery—boarding school for boys
—
clergy—Parsons* Cause—social life in Virginia
—
tobacco economy—Virginia Resolves
Historical Characters
Patrick Henry- -Thomas Jefferson—James Maury
Illustrations
None
f(
(22.)* Fast, Howard. CITIZEN TOM PAINE. New York, Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, 1943. 341 pp.
Time
1774-1809
Setting
England, France, and America
Story
Tom Paine 's life, philosophy, and associations with
the great men of his day are portrayed in this fic-
tionized biography
Topics
French Revolution
—
Pennsylvania Magazine—people and
events of the Revolution—Philadelphia's Quaker
background
—
plots for a counter-revolution in
America—Second Continental Congress—slave trade
—
social and economic conditions in iiingland
Historical Characters
Benjamin Franklin—Nathaniel Greene—Alexander
Hamilton—Thomas Jefferson—Henry Knox—Henry
Laurens—Robert Morris—Tom Paine, his early life,
ideas, writings, experiences, and old age—Israel
Putnam—David Rittenhouse—Benjamin Rush—George
Washington
Illustrations
None
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(23.) Fast, Howard. FREEDOM ROAD. New York, Duell, Sloan
and tearce, 1944 » 263 PP«
Time
,
1868-1876, ai^proxLuately
Setting
South Carolina
Story
Gideon Jackson, an illiterate freedman, serves as a
delegate to the state constitutional convention, Ke
gradually assumes a position of leadership and be-
comes a member of Congress. Under his direction the
Negroes and the poor whites learn to cooperate
Topics
Activities of the Ku Kluz Klan—attitude of Negroes
toward newly-won citizenship and its responsibilities
and privileges—characteristics of the freed Negroes
— colored cars— conditions in the South during the
Reconstruction— constitutional convention in South
Carolina—difficulties encountered by Negroes
Historical Characters
Ulysses S. Grant
Illustrations
None
(
U2
(24.)* Fast, Howard, THE LAST FRONTIER. New York, Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, 1941. 307 pp.
Time
1878-1879
Setting
Oklahoma and Powder River region
Story
The United States army chases and attempts to cap-
ture a group of Cheyenne Indians who have left the
reservation for their old home country
Topics
Cheyenne Indians—Darlington incident—Harney-Sanborn
Treaty—Indian agencies and reservations—Powder
River region
Historical Characters
Carl Schurz—Philip Sheridan—V/illiam Sherman
Illustrations
None
Ii
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) (25.)* Fast, Howard. PATRICK HiSNHY MD THE FRIGATE'S KEEL I'
Ai\D OTHER STORIES OF A YOUNG NATION. New York,
Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 1945. 253 pp.
Time
j Various periods from the Revolution to the late
nineteenth century
Setting
Frontier, the sea, etc.
Stories
a. "Patrick: Henry and the Frigate's Keel". The
"Constitution" and the "spirit of liberty"
revive patriotism in the United States.
b. "Rachel". A father and son overcome their dis-
dain of a bondswoman in the Old Northwest
Territory.
c. "The Pirate and the General". Jean Laffite plays
a part in the battle of New Orleans.
d. "Neighbor Sam". A self-educated district Judge
on the frontier resents the election of a gradu-
ate lawyer to his former office.
|
e. "Conyngham". Conyngham carries out many naval
'
exploits in his ships, the "Surprise" and the
"Revenge", during the Revolution.
f. "The Brood". The children of the "brood" are
orphaned during an Indian attack on a covered
wagon train.
g. "The Day of Victory". George Vv'ashington says
his farewells to his officers.
h. "Amos Todd's Vinegar". The stubbornness of a
Kansas farmer leads to disaster.
i. "Sun in the West". A timid pioneer woman returns
to the frontier after the Revolution.
j. "The Bookman". A British spy is captured by
'y General Wayne.
K. "The Price of Liberty". Johnny Ordronaux, Bl Jew
recruits a motley crew for his privateer.
) \
!• "Not Too Hard", A frontier family withstand an
\\ Indian attack on their cabin.
I (
I
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Topics
Battle of the "Constitution" and the "Guerriere"
—
danger threatening the country after the Revolution
—
j
elections on the frontier—events in the Revolution
and the War of 1812—life and characteristics of
pioneers—"Old Ironsides"
j
Historical Characters
Daniel Boone--Patrick: Henry—Oliver V/endell Holmes
—
Isaac Hull—Andrew Jackson—Henry Knox—Jean Laffite
--George Washington—Anthony V/ayne
Illustrations
None

) (26.)* Fast, Howard. THE UWANqUISHSD. New York, Duell, Sloan
,
and Pesrce, 1942. 316 pp.
Time
^
,
1776
i
Setting
I
New York and New Jersey
Story
The campaigns of the American army are seen through
the eyes of George V^'ashington
Topics
Campaigns in New York and New Jersey—Dutch in New
York--Q-lover ' s regiment—Hessians—Lee*s actions
—
morale and discipline of the American army—Rogers'
Rangers—social activities of the British officers
Historical Characters
John Adams—Sam Adams—Aaron Burr—Nathaniel Greene
—
Nathan Hale—Alexander Hamilton—Thomas Knowlton
Henry Knox—Charles Lee—Tom Paine—Israel Putnam
—
Joseph Reed—Robert Rogers—George V/ashington--James
Vdlkinson
Illustrations
None

(33.) Forester, Cecil Scotto TO THE INDIES. Boston, Little,
Brown and Company, 1940. 29S pp.
Time
149B
Setting
V/est Indies
Story
Narcisco Rich is a lawyer who is sent by King Ferdi-
nand to investigate Columbus' activities in the New
V/orld
Topics
Conditions on Spanish vessels—description of the
West Indies—discovery of the Orinoco and Trinidad
—
navigation—relations of the Spanish with the natives
—religious and scientific beliefs of the time
—
Spanish desires for riches—Spanish "hidalgos"
Historical (Jharacters
Christopher Columbus and his brothers
Illustrations
None
4
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32.) Forester, Cecil Scott. THii: CAPTAIN FROM CONNECTICUT.
Boston, Little, Brown and Company, 1941. 344 pp«
Time
1815
Setting
V/est Indies and vicinity
Story
J"osiah Peabody commands a frigate daring the War of
1812 and becomes involved with the rules of inter-
national warfare in the French V/est Indies
Topics
Character of sea captains—dueling and the code of
honor— events of the War of 1812—inadequacy of the
United States nvay—international laws of neutrality
—life on a frigate—naval battles- and gunnery
—
navigation of a sailing vessel—relations of the
United States with France
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
4
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(27.) Ferber, Edna. SARATOGA TRUM. New York, Doubleday,
Doran and Company, Inc., 1941. 352 pp.
Time
1880 's
Setting
New Orleans and Saratoga
Story
Clio Dulaine and Clint Maroon, both gamblers and
adventurers, unscrupulously build up a large fortune
by railroad manipulations
Topics
Deals by railroad owners—food and customs of New
Orleans and Saratoga—interviews by modern newspaper'
men—story of a typical financier of the 80 's.
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
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(28.) Fletcher, Inglis. LUSTY YOTD FOR CAROLINA. New York,
Tiie Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1944 » 509 pp.
Tiiae
I7I8-I722
Setting
Albemarle Sound and Cape Fear
Story
Robert Fountaine, a French Huguenot, receives a grant
in the Cape Fear region and brings a group of sett-
lers over. Being a dreamer, he relies heavily upon !
his daughter, Cabrielle, and some of the more active
men of the colony to make it successful. The sett-
lers live in constant fear of the pirates
Topics
Bondsmen- -boundary dispute with Virginia—discontent
of some settlers with colonial conditions and way of
life—fencing
—
gossip about the activities of the
court of George I
—
granting pardons to pirates
—
Lords of Trade and Plantations—Lords Proprietors—
|jproblem of trade in England and the colonies
—
religious intolerance of the time—slave trade—
,
social customs
Historical Characters
Blackbeard and other pirates—Anne Bonney—Governor
Charles Eden—Captain Vi[oodes Rogers—leading families
of the Carolinas
Illustrations
Map of "the pirate-haunted Carolina Shore"
i
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(29.) Fletcher, Inglis. MEN OF ALBEimLE. New York, Bobbs-
Merrill Company, 1942, 566 pp«
Time
T7IO-I712
Setting
Albemarle Sound, North Carolina
Story
Lady Mary Tudor and her ward, Marita, come to the
Albemarle and become involved in the struggle for the
control of the government of North Carolina, Roger
Mainwairing, a planter, is also a central figure
Topics
Advertisement to interest settlers in coming to the
Carolinas—affairs of Q;ueen Anne's court—boundary
dispute with Virginia—Cary's Rebellion—conflict
between the upper and lower classes--fencing—Funda-
mental Constitution of the Carolinas—Governor's
Council of North Carolina—ideas of the colonists
regarding the land system and the one-crop system--
Indian slaves—Jacobites—Lords Proprietors
—
Q^uakers
in North Carolina—"running the bounds"— slavery and
ideas concerning it
Historical Characters
Anne Bonney—Colonel Byrd—Thomas Gary—Governor
Edward Eyde—Governor Spottswood
Illustrations
Map of Ancient Albemarle County
- D
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(30.) Fletcher, Inglis C. RALEIGH»S EDEN. New York, Bobbs-
Merrill Company, 1940. 662 pp.
Time
1765-1781
Setting
North Carolina
Story
Adam Rutledge, a wealthy planter, is a leader for
the American cause as is Mary Warden, the wife of
a Loyalist
Topics
Battle of Alamance—events of the Revolution in the
South—life of aristocratic southern planters
—
Loyalists
—
pirates- -Regulators—Scotch Highlanders--
slavery
Historical Characters
' Lord Cornwallis—Nathaniel Greene—Joseph Hewes
—
Thomas Jefferson—John Paul Jones—Sir Banastre
Tarleton—George Washington
Illustrations
Maps of North Carolina
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(31.)* Forbes, Esther. JOHNNY TREI^IA.IN. Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1943. 256 pp.
Time
1773-1775
Setting
Boston and environs
Story
Johnny Tremain, a promising young silversmith*
s
apprentice, is forced to seek other employment when
a burn cripples one hand. In his new life he becomes
involved with the forces rebelling against Britain*
s
tyrannical rule
Topics
Arrival and deportment of British troops in Boston
—
battles of Lexington and Concord and the preceding
events—Boston Tea Party— effect of the Boston Port
Bill—life in Boston and vicinity—life of an
apprentice—mobs and mass meetings in Boston prior
to the Revolution—Observeis' Club—rebel spy system
—
work of a silversmith and a printer
Historical Characters
John Adams—Sam Adams—Dr. Benjamin Church—William
Dawes—General Gage—John Hancock—James Otis—Josiah
Q,uincy—Paul Revere—Dr. Joseph V/arren
Illustrations
Two illustrations by Lynd V/ard
Boston University
School of Education
Library
c
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(32.) Forester, Cecil Scott. TEE CAPTAIN FROM CONNECTICUT.
Boston, Little, Brown and Company, 1941. 344 PP«
Time
1815
Setting
West Indies and vicinity
Story
Josiah Peabody commands a frigate daring the War of
1812 and becomes involved with the rales of inter-
national warfare in the French West Indies
Topics
Character of sea captains—daeling and the code of
honor— events of the War of 1812—inadequacy of the
United States nvay—international laws of neutrality
—life on a frigate—naval battles and gunnery
—
navigation of a sailing vessel—relations of the
United States with France
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
tc
(33.) Forester, Cecil Scott « TO TKiC INDIES. Boston, Little,
Brown and Company, 1940. 298 pp.
Time
1498
Setting
Vifest Indies
Story
Narcisco Rich is a lawyer who is sent by King Ferdi-
nand to investigate Columbus* activities in the New
World
Topics
Conditions on Spanish vessels—description of the
West Indies—discovery of the Orinoco and Trinidad
—
navigation—relations of the Spanish with the natives
—religious and scientific beliefs of the time
—
Spanish desires for riches—Spanish "hidalgos"
Historical Characters
Christopher Columbus and his brothers
Illustrations
None
(
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(34.) Graves, Robert. PROCEED, SERGEANT LAI^ffi. New York,
Random House, Inc., 1941. 322 ppo
Time
Early Revolutionary V/ar years
Setting
Atlantic seacoast
Story
Sergeant Lamb, an Irishman in the British army, tells
of his experiences as a prisoner, as soldier under
Lord Cornwallis, and as a wanderer after the surren-
der at Yorktown i
Topics
Battles of Camden, Guilford Courthouse, and Yorktown
—British treatment of prisoners—French Alliance
—
hardships of British soldiers in the Revolution
—
life in New England—life on a southern plantation
—
New York under British control--problem of obtaining
hard money—Royal Welch Fusiliers—tobacco growing in
Virginia
Historical Characters
Major Andre—Lord Cornwallis—Sir Banestre Tarleton
Illustrations
Map of Larab's travels
c
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(35.) Graves, Robert. SERG3AITT LAMB»S Al.Iiia^ICA. New York,
Random House, 1940. 380 pp.
Time
Setting
Ireland, Canada, and New York
Story
Sergeant Lamb tells his story as a member of the
British army in America
Topics
Army life— campaigns in Canada and New York culmin-
ating at Saratoga—description of America and the
Americans from the British point of view—evaluation
of the American army—-geography and description of
Quebec and Montreal—la crosse-negotiations of the
colonies with foreign countries—origins and causes
of the Revolutionary V/ar— social, political and
economic conditions in England and Ireland—role of
Indians in the Revolution—Six Nations—travel in
the wilderness—types of British soldiers
Historical Characters
Benedict Arnold—Joseph Brant—General Burgoyne
—
General Carleton—General Gates—Y^'illiam Johnson
—
Peter Schuyler
Illustrations
Map of Lamb s travels

(36.) Harris, Cyril. RICHARD PRYKE. New York, Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1941. 414 pp.
Time
Revolationary V/ar years
Setting
New York and Connecticut
Story
Richard Pryne is a civilian spy for the Americans and
gradually his friends and family, too, become involved
Topics I
Activities of a spy—New York under British control
—
smuggling by Americans
I
Historical Characters
General Clinton—James Rivington—Colonel Simcoe
Illustrations
None
cI
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(37.)* Havighurst, Walter. THE WINDS OF SPRING. Nev7 York,
The Macmillan Company, 1940. 323 pp.
Time
1842-1871
Setting
Wisconsin
Story
Jan Sorensen and his wife, Margretta, migrate from
Sweden to Wisconsin to farm. Jan's absorbing inter-
est in studying birds and animals makes his farming
rather unsuccessful.
Topics
Chicago Fire—coming of the railroad to the West
—
desire for land—development of the frontier into
settled communities— effect of the Civil War on one
community— experiences of Swedish immigrants
—
flights of passenger pigeons
—
peaceful Indians
—
sickness among the pioneers— social activities on
the frontier—ways of obtaining land—women's life
on the frontier—work of clearing and running a farm
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
re
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(38.) Hough, Frank: 0. THS NEUTRAL GROUImD. Philadelphia,
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1941. 526 pp.
Time
Revolutionary War years
Setting
Westchester County, New York
Story
Sam Hilton, a conservative owner of a large estate,
is a Loyalist while his friend, Robert Trowbridge,
is a Rebel. Itfany of their friends attempt to stay
neutral.
Topics
Conflicting loyalties of the Americans during the
Revolution—effect of the V7ar on one community
—
Loyalists—Rogers' Rangers—Society of the Cincinn-
ati--V/estchester Guides
Historical Characters
Benedict Arnold—Aaron Burr- Robert Rogers—George
Washington
Illustrations
Map of V/estchester County
f
(39.)* Idell, Albert E. Br^IDGE TO BROOKLYlNl. New York, Henry
Holt and Company, 1944. 3^5 PP.
Time
1877-1883
Setting
Brooklyn
Story
The Rogerses are a rather typical, middle-class
family
Topics
Aesthetic cults—balloon ascension— construction of
Brooklyn Bridge—introduction of electric lights
—
political discussions concerning elections, socialism
and women's rights—social customs
Historical Characters
Oscar Vvilde
Illustrations
None
t .J
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(40.) Jennings, John. CALL TEE NEV; VvOSLD. New York, The
Macmlllan Company, 1941. 459 PP»
Time
1814-1824
Setting
V/ashington, D. C, Maryland, South America, and
London
Story
Peter Brooke, anjustly cashiered from the army
during the V/ar of 1812, studies law for a time, and
then joins the South American revolutionary forces
as a mercenary soldier
Topics 1
Attempts of South American republics to gain English
recognition—attitude of native South Americans
toward the revolutions—care of the wounded— dueling
j
—geography of South America—life in South America
—
life of a cavalry officer in the War of 1812—methods
of diplomacy—military investigations and trial—
|
military routine, tactics, and practices— social '
functions in V^ashington—training of a lawyer—V/ar of
1812 in the vicinity of V/ashington, D. C.—world
affairs in general
Historical characters
John (c^uincy Adams—Simon Bolivar—George Canning
—
Francis Scott Key--James and Dolly i^iadison—James
Monroe—General San iviartin
Illustrations
Map of routes in War of 1812 in vicinity of Vv'ashing-
ton and of the Venezuelan campaign
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(41.) Jennings, John. GSNTLEi^JAN xtAMlEK. New Yoris, Reynal
and Hitchcock, 1942, 565 pp.
Time
1755-1758
Setting
Virginia, Liaryland, and Pennsylvania
Story
Stephen Trent is inveigled into the British army and
is sent to America to serve under General Braddock.
After participating in the first campaign against
the French and Indians, he decides to become a farmerl
Topics
Army life-personnel, discipline, and hardships
—
Braddocic's expedition— care of the wounded— clergy
—
colonial woodsmen—friction between Provincials and
Regulars—indentured servants—Indian warfare and
captives
—
pioneer life—southern plantations
Historical Characters
General Brad dock—Daniel i.'Iorgan—George Washington
Illustrations
Map of the route of Eraddock's expedition
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(42.) Jennings, John. THE SHADOW AND THE GLORY. New York,
Reynal and Hitchcock, 1943. 3^3 pp.
Time
1774-1777
Setting
New Hampshire, Massachusetts, and New York
Story
Davy Ferguson of Portsmouth gets into various diffi-
culties with the British before joining the Contin-
ental Army and serving under John Stark in several
campaigns. I
Topics
April 19, 1775 in Nev/ Hampshire—battles of Bunker
Hill, Trenton, iiorristown, and Bennington—camping
|
and traveling in the wilderness—Canadian campaign
—
capturing a fort to keep supplies from the British
Committee of Safety—embargo—"escorting" prisoners
—
hardships of army life—Hessians—impressment into
the Hoyal Navy—Liberty Boys—life as a prisoner
—
love for the back country—New Hampshire Grants
—
provincial assemblies--reasons for and against the
Revolution and war in general—Riot Act—rivalry
between the colonies—Second Continental Congress
—
Siege of Boston—trapping and hunting
Historical Characters
General Gates—Charles Lee—Daniel Morgan—Israel
Putnam—Paul Revers—Robert Rogers— John and Molly
Stark—John Sullivan—John V/entworth--George V/ash-
ington—James V.'ilkinson- -Samuel Cutts, John Langdon, !i
and other famous men of Portsmouth
Illustrations
None
ct
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(43.) Jones, Nard. SV^^FT FLOV/S THE RIViiit. New York, Dodd,
Mead and Company, 1940. 449 PP.
Time
1855-1874
Setting
Columbia River Valley
Story
Caleb Paige *s love of the river and steamboating
influences the course of his whole life.
Topics
Education—Effect of the Civil Vv'ar on Oregon
—
geog-
raphy of the region
—
gold mining and its effect on a
community—history of Oregon Territory—Indian
attacks—Indian customs—love for the river—religion
and social life on the frontier— steamboating on the
Columbia—Vigilance Committee
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
Map of the Columbia River region
'
i
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(44.)* Lancaster, Bruce, FOR US THE LIVING. New York,
Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1940. 5 56 pp.
Time
1823-1835
Setting
Indiana and Illinois
Story
In spite of a worthless father and a crippled arm,
Hugh Brace works hard to become the owner of a pros-
perous freight business and a respected member of the
community. His friendship with Abe Lincoln and a
well-to-do Q,uaker family helps him to achieve these
ends.
Topics
Black Hawk V\far—beginnings of New Salem—care of the
sick—debating society—dialects of the pioneers
—
difficulties encountered by early settlers— early
means of travel— election of 1828— emotional preach-
ing—frontier weddings—idea of a separate country
in the v^-est— ideas regarding education—living con-
ditions on the frontier—mail system—meeting of |
people from various parts of the country— "milk sick"
—"movers" and "keelers"—New Harmony—Regulators
versus Flatheads—views on slavery—vmys of earning
a living
Historical Characters
Abraham Lincoln, his ideas about slavery, relations
vtfith his family and friends, desire for education,
wisdom, reputation, jobs, captaincy in the Black Hawk
War, and his electioneering
Illustrations
Drawing of Lincoln talking to friends

(45.) Lancaster, Bruce. TRUMPET TO ARi\©. Boston, Little,
Brown and Company, 1944» 380 pp.
Time
1775-1776
Setting
Massachusetts and New Yorlc
Story
Ripley Mayne deserts from His Majesty »s Afarines, into
which he had been impressed, and participates in the
battle of Lexington and Concord. Ee later serves in
Glover's Fourteenth Massachusetts Infantry.
Topics
American occupation of and withdrawal from New York
—
army life and discipline—battles of Lexington, Con-
cord, Trenton, Princeton, and Morristown—British
prisoners— causes and events leading to the outbreak
of the Revolution—Committees of Safety and Corres-
pondence—difficulty of recruiting men for the Con-
tinental Army—localism and the rivalry among the
colonies—Second Continental Congress—transporting
cannons from Fort Ticonderoga—Twenty-first (later
the Fourteenth) Massachusetts Infantry— use of small
boats in transporting troops
Historical Characters
John Buttrick—John Glover—Henry Knox—George
Washington
Illustrations
Maps of the theaters of operations in Middlesex
County, in New Jersey and in Nev\? York
CL
(46.)* Lincoln, Joseph C. and Lincoln, Freeman. THE NEV^ HOPE.
New Yoric, Coward-McCann, Inc., 1941. 498 pp.
Time
1814
Setting
Cape Cod
Story
Captain Isaiah Dole and Jonathan Bangs thwart a
British attempt to prevent an American privateer
from leaving port.
Topics
Character of Cape Cod People—effect of a British
blockade—feeling in New England against the War of
1812—tales of the sea—town council
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
Map of Trumet Harbor and environs
19)
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(47.)* Lutes, Delia T. GABRIEL'S SEARCH. Boston, Little,
Brown and Company, 1940. 351 pp.
Time
1830'
s
Setting
Michigan
Story
Gabriel Reed comes to live with his uncle, Anson Reed
in a frontier settlement and tries to earn the res-
pect of the community
Topics
Coming of new settlers and reasons for their moving
—
farming—Fourth of July celebrations—frontier doc-
tors—frontier schools—homes and food of pioneers
—
passenger pigeons
—
planning the community center of a
township—religion, baptisms, and camp meetings on
the frontier—social affairs—spelling schools
—
squatters—types of frontiersmen
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
r
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(48.)* McMeekin, Clark* RECKON WITH THE RIVER. New York,
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1941. 392 pp.
Time
1805
Setting
Ohio River
Story
Eigiity-year-old Ma'am Cambrin guides her family down
the Ohio River in search of a new home
Topics
Burr Conspiracy—moving V/est on flatboats— stories
about V/illiam Johnson and Joseph Brant
Historical Characters
Johnny Appleseed—Harmon and Margaret Blennerhasset
—
Aaron Burr- -Mike Fink—James V/ilkinson
Illustrations
None

(49.) Marsh, George. ASK NO Q,UARTER. New York, Williaja
Morrow and Company, 1945 • 572 pp.
Time
1675-1700
Setting
Newport, Rhode Island
Story
Hugh Jooelyn, left an orphan by King Philip's V/ar,
becomes a famous sea captain ,
Topics
Activities of pirates—attire, habits, and tactics
of Indian fighters—attitude toward losing charter
and becoming royal colony—class antagonisms—Domin-
ion of New England— education—effect of the Gloriousi
Revolution in America—Great Swamp Fight in King
Philip's War—Indian raids—King V\/"illiam's Yfar—lax
enforcement of trade regulations—life of fisherman
—
|
plundering by the French along the coast
—
punishment I
in the pillory
—
privateering—C^uaker rule in Rhode
Island—rivalry between Connecticut and IvJassachusetts
Bay Colony—smallpox epidemic—theocracy of the Mass-
achusetts Bay Colony—Wampanoag, Narragansett , Iviohi-
can, and Pequot Indians
Historical Characters
Governor Andros—Sam Bellamy—Lord Bellomont—Ben
Church—Captain Kidd—Major Treat— Josiah Winslow
Illustrations
Map of coast and colonies of Rhode Island and Ply-
mouth

(50.) Mason, F, van Wyclc. RIVERS OF GLORY. New York, J. B.
Lippincott Company, 1942. 572 pp.
Time
1778-1779
Setting
New York, Jamaica, and Savannah
Story
Andrew Y/arren masquerades as a Tory sea captain in
an attempt to secure medical supplies from Jamaica
for the Americans
Topics
Attitudes toward the Revolution— colonial inns
—
Hessians—love of the sea and for the navy—merchants
—naval battles—New York under British control
—
scarcity of hard money— sentiment against the French
Alliance—Skinners and Cowboys in the Neutral Ground
—slave economy and slave insurrections in Jamaica
—
treatment of Tories
—
Historical Characters
Comte d 'Estaingy-General Benjemin Lincoln—Robert
Rogers
Illustrations
Maps of Jamaica, New York, and Savannah
ff
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(51.) Mason, F. van V^yck. STARS ON THE SEA. Philadelphia,
J, B. Lippincott Company, 1940. 720 pp.
Time
1775-1778
Setting
Rhode Island, The Bahamas, and South Carolina
Tim Bennett, formerly a Q,uaker, leaves the army at
the insistence of his father and the family of his
fiancee. Both families desire him to enter trade.
When the British burn all the homes on Conanicut
Island, the course of Tim's life and that of his
sister are radically changed.
Topics
Attack of a mob on British soldiers—British raids on
seacoast towns— cockfighting—Committee of Safety
—
Creoles—cruel treatment of slaves in Bahamas
—
defense of Roxbury and Charleston—demand for a navy
and difficulties in establishing it—deserters—
||
French ammunition agents—letters of marque and
privateers—life and hardships of Revolutionary
soldiers and sailors—life on the Kentucky frontier
—
marines
—
public punishment of criminals
—
Quakers
—
Rhode Island merchants and trade during the Revolu- i
tion—rivalries within and between the colonies—
|
Scottish feuds— slave trade—terms of enlistment and
difficulties of recruiting—V/est Indian economy
Historical Characters
Nicholas Biddle—Nathaniel Greene—Ssek Hopkins
—
John Paul Jones—Charles Lee—V;illiam ..lOultrie
—
Dudley Saltonstall—John Sullivan—George V/ashington
Illustrations
Map of Newport and environs, 1776, and one of
Charleston Harbor, 1776
rc c
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(52.) Miers, Earl Schenck. VALLiCY IN ARi/IS. Philadelphia,
The V/estminster Press, 1943. 331 PP«
Time
1636-1638
Setting
Connecticut
Story
Joel Ames toils to clear land for a farm and is
interrupted in his work: by Indian wars
Topics
Behavior of friendly Indians—clearing land—early
wilderness settlements—lure of the wilderness
—
Podunk, Pequot, and Mohegan Indians
—
poor leadership
of some colonial expeditions against the Indians
—
relations with the Dutch settlements—reluctance of
the proprietors to help defend the frontier—travel
in the wilderness
—
Historical Characters
John Endicott—John Gallop—Lion Gardiner—John
Oldham
Illustrations
Map of southern New England
I.
^
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(53.) Moody, Minnie Hite, LONG MEADOWS. New York, Tiie
Macmillan Company, 1941 • 657 PP»
Time
1705-I864
Setting
Virginia and Kentucky
Story
Baron Joist Heydt, a German immigrant to America by
way of Holland, is the forebear of the Hite, Bowman,
Chrisman, and Froman families. Many members of these
families are prominent in United States history.
Topics
I
Behavior of slaves during the Civil War—Braddock^s
expedition and other incidents in the Indian wars
—
building canals— events of the Revolution including
George Kogers Clark's expedition--Indian massacres
—
moving to the frontier
—
presidential campaign of
IS40—reactions of the immigrants to America
—
southern love of horses—training of slaves—view-
points of the two sides in the Civil V*'ar—voyage
from Europe to the New viorld—War of 1812—women's
hardships on the frontier
Historical Characters |
Daniel Boone—Simon Girty—V»illiam Henry Harrison
James Harrod—Thomas Jefferson—General Sheridan
Illustrations
None
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(54.) Pinckney, cTosephine. HILTON HilAD. New Yorlc, Farrar
and Rinehart, Inc., 1941. 524 PP.
Time
1663-1686
Setting
Barbados, Cape Fear, and St. Augustine
Story
Henry V/oodward, a young surgeon, is interested in the
colonization of the Carolinas, He is held as a
hostage by the Indians and as a captive by the Span-
ish. His friendship with the Indians later helps to
save the colony from Indian attacks.
Topics
Boundary disputes— colonial rivalry of England and
Spain— colonial surgeons and their methods of treat-
ment—colonial problems of trade—demands for colo-
nial assemblies—difficulties of communicating with
the Indians—Dissenters versus Royalists— events in
England
—
grievances of the people against the govern-
or and his council—Indian customs, rituals, and
appearance—Indian vjars—Indian trade—indentured
servants— life in an early settlement—life of a
white captive among the Indians—Lords Proprietors
—
lure of the wilderness—need of supplies from England
—privateering—Spanish friars and missions—travel
in the early colonies— use of credit instead of
money
Historical Characters
Brims—Sir John Yeamans
Illustrations
Maps of the Cape Fear region. Nine drawings by
Rafaello Busoni,
i
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(55.) Prigden, Tim, TORY OATH. New York, Doubleday, Doran
and Company, 1941. 371 pp.
Time
1774-1782
Setting
North Carolina
Story
Duncan Stuart, a Scotsman and a Loyalist, enlists to
serve for the King.
Topics
Army life—battles of Moore's Creek, Camden, King's
Mountain, and Guildford Courthouse— communities
divided by \f|j'higs and Tories— events leading up to
the itevolution—indentured servants—life on the
southern frontier—naval stores
—
part played by the
Scotch in the Revolution
Historical Characters
Sir Eenry Clinton—Lord Cornwallis—Charles Lee
—
Donald MacDonald—Flora MacDonald—Governor Josiah
Martin—V/illiam Moultrie—Sir Banastre Tarleton
Illustrations
None
t)
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(56.)* Richter, Conrad. THE TREES. New York, Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc., 1940. 302 pp.
Time
1790 »s
Setting
Ohio
Story
Sayvmrd Luckett is left to care for her brothers and
sisters when her mother dies and her father leaves
to search for her youngest sister, who has become
lost in the forest.
Topics
Establishing a home in the wilderness—frontier
social activities--hardships suffered by women in the
frontier—dependence upon game for food and famil-
iarity with nature— sicicness and death on the front-
ier—traveling on foot to a new home on the frontier
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
None
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(57.) Ripley, Clements • CLEAR FOR ACTION. New York,
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1940. 310 pp.
Time
1773-1783
Setting
Virginia, Portsmouth, France, and the high seas
Story
Angus Lourie is a clerk: serving with John Paul Jones
and tells of the latter' s part in the Revolution.
Topics
Activities of the "Alfred", "The Ranger", and the
"Bonhomme Richard"—alliance with France— class
consciousness in the colonies—inefficiency of the
Continental Congress-rivalry between Massachusetts
and Virginia—Virginia Convention
Historical Characters
John Adams—Nathaniel Fanning—Benjamin Franklin
—
John Hancock—Patrick Henry—Joseph Hewes—John Paul
Jones, his reputation, personality, ability, and rom-
ances—Arthur Lee—George ViTashington
Illustrations
None
e
• * C c ;
Roberts, Kenneth. OLIVER YffSWELL. New York, Doubleday,
Doran and Company, Inc., 1940. 836 pp. \\
Time
1775-1783
Setting
Massachusetts, New York, the Cafolinas, England, France
and Canada
Story
Oliver V/iswell, a Loyalist, is forced to leave his
Massachusetts home and his Patriot sweetheart. In
company with Tom Buell, he serves as a sort of
unofficial spy for the British and as a soldier in a
Loyalist regiment.
Topics
Bitterness between Loyalists and Rebels—Breed »s Kill
j
— campaigns on the southern frontier—DeLancey's
Regiiaent—French Alliance—Hessians— ideologies of
Loyalists and Rebels—inefficiency of the British
command—life of prisoners—Loyalist colonies in New 1
Brunswick—Loyalist refugees in America and ij^gland— I
migration of the Loyalists to Halifax—mob attacks on
the Loyalists—organization and discipline of the
American army— "rabble rousers"— siege and evacuation
of Boston— siege of Long Island--Simcoe * s Rangers
—
Sons of Liberty
Historical Characters ^'
Benedict Arnold—Beaumarchais—General Carleton
—
General Clinton—Benjamin Franklin—General Howe
—
Joshua Loring—Robert Rogers—George V/ashington--
any other well-known men of the r.evolution ,
Illustrations
iiaps of Long Island and of Virginia and the Garolinas
V
Robertson, Constance. FIRE BELL IN TKS NIGHT. New
York, Henry Holt and Cojnpany, 1944. 342 pp.
Time
1850
Setting
Syracuse
Story
iViahala North, her father, and their friend, Dallas
Ord, use the North's tavern as a station for the
Underground Railroad.
Topics
Abolitionists and their opponents—Compromise of
1850, particularly the Fugitive Slave Law—mass
meetings about the slavery question—^mob violence
against the Abolitionists—Underground iiailroad
Historical Characters
Frederick Douglass—Daniel Vfebster
Illustrations
None
(
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(60.)* Safford, Henry Barnard. TRISTRAivI BI!2^^T. New York,
Coward -IvIcCann, Inc., 1940. 311 pp.
Ti me
1632-1635
setting
England, Netherlands, New Netherlands, and
Connecticut
Story
Tristram Bent, who as a child had gone with his
Puritan parents to Leiden, returns to England and
from thence is sent by a group of i:.nglishmeji to spy
on the Dutch activities in the New V7orld.
Topics
Character of the Dutch settlers—Dutch settlements
—
English gypsies—fur trade—intolerance and theocracy
in the New England colonies—life of a white person
among the Indians
—
patroon system
—
persecution of
Puritans in England
—
punishment of Vvilliam Prynne
—
Six Nations--threat of French expansion—traveling in
the wilderness—worj£ of a blacksmith
Historical Characters
Oliver Cromwell—John Gallop—Lion Gardiner—Thomas
Hooker—Lord Saye and Sele—Wouter Van Twiller
Illustrations
Map of the region granted to Lord Saye and Sele and
others

(61.) Sass, Herbert R, ®£PEROR BRIIvIS. New York:, Doubleday,
Doran and Company, Inc., 1941. 312 pp.
Time
1714-1715
Setting
South Carolina
Story
The traders and settlers of Charleston fight against
the Creek confederacy led by Emperor Brims.
Topics
Class distinctions in the South—French agents
—
Indian customs—Indian traders and the fur trade
—
life in the wilderness—neglect of frontier defense
by the proprietors—Yamassee Vi/"ar
Historical Characters
Emperor Brims
Illustrations
None
rc
(62.) Schachner, Nathan. BY THE DIM LAxWS. New York,
Frederick A. Stokes Company, 1941. 578 pp.
Time
1860-1876
Setting
Louisiana
Story
Hugh Flint resigns from the Confederate Army to
become a trader during the remainder of the Civil
Vyar and the Reconstruction Period.
Topics
Battles on the Mississippi and in Louisiana—Black
Codes—business deals between the Yankees and the
Confederates--class consciousness in the South
—
corrupt elections in the South after the War—effect
of the Emancipation Proclamation— events leading to
the Civil Vmr—Fourteenth Amendment—ideas concernini
slavery—Ku Klux Klan and the Knights of the White
Camellia—life in Louisiana before the War—military
government—Negro belief in voodoo
—
presidential
election of 1868, 1872, and 1876—scalawags and
carpetbaggers—secession—slave insurrections
—
southern seminaries—sugar planters and merchants
Historical Characters
General Benjajnin Butler—Rutherford B. Hayes
—
G-overnor Thomas Moore—Y\filliam Sherman
Illustrations
None
c
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(63.) Schachner, Nathan, THE SUN SHINES VffiST. New York,
D. Appleton-Century Company, 1943 • 509 pp.
Time
0^ 1854-1861
Setting
Kansas
Story
Jonathan Ware, at the insistence of his v/ife, an
overly-enthusiastic abolitionist, moves to Kansas,
where he becomes a leader in the community of Law-
rence, Jonathan and his wife gradually go their
separate ways as he learns to love his new home and
as she becomes discontented there.
Topics
Abolitionist movement—constitutional conventions in
Kansas—different types of emigrants—disputes over
elections— education on the frontier—frontier news-
papers—land speculation—Massachusetts Emigrant Aid
Company
—
propaganda to arouse interest in emigration
to Kansas—rivalry between missourians and the Free-
Soil Party in the "Kansas War"—Temperance Society— I
the trip to Kansas from Boston
Historical Characters
John Brown—Colonel James Henry Lane- -Governor Andrew
H. Heeder—Dr. Charles Robinson—Governor Daniel
Woodson
Illustrations
None
•J
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(64.)* Schofield, V/illiam G. ASHES IN TH3 V7ILDSRKESS.
Philadelpiiia, Macrae-Smith-Conipany
, 1942, 317 pp.
Time
1675-167$
Setting
Massachusetts and Rhode Island
Story
Christian Painter fights with Ben Church in King
Philip's V/ar.
Topics
Colonial militia—disputes among the militia officers
in Massachusetts— events just before and during "King
Philip's Vfar—General Assembly of Rhode Island—life
on the frontier—reluctance of Q,uakers to provide
defense against Indians—Wampanoag Indians, parleys,
massacres, rituals, leaders, and methods of warfare
Historical Characters
Canonchet—Ben Church- -Governor Vvilliam Coddington
—
King Philip—Roger Williams—Josiah Vanslow
Illustrations
Map of Southern New England at the time of King
Philip's War
(
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(65.) Seifert, Shirley. WATERS OF THE VmDERITESS.
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Company, 1941. 523 pp.
Time
1778-1780
Setting
Mississippi River and the Old Northwest
Story
George Rogers Clark, while attempting to win the West
from the British, falls in love with the Spanish
Teresa de Leyba.
Topics
Capture of Kaskasfcia, Cahokia, and Yincennes
—
Clark's relations with the Virginia government
—
French settlers in the West—Indian activities in the
West during the Revolution—Spanish in St. Louis
—
travel on the Mississippi
Historical Characters
Isaac Bowman—Joseph Bowman—George Rogers Clark
Teresa de Leyba—Sir Henry Hamilton—Captain Helm
Illustrations
None
•J
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(66.)* Sinclair, Harold. W3STT/VARD THE TIDE. New York,
Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1940. 359 pp.
Time
1778-1779
Setting
Old Northwest
Story
Philip Guard serves as a clerk for George Rogers
Clark's expedition to capture Vincennes.
Topics
Capture of Kaskaskia, Cahokia, and Vincennes—Clark's
dealings with the French, Spanish and Indians in the
West—hardships of army life—lack of support for the
expedition by the Virginia government
—
problem of
obtaining hard money—Revolution in the West—travel-
ing in the wilderness
Historical Characters
Joseph Boviman—George Rogers Clark—Father Pierre
Gibault—Henry Hamilton—Captain Helm—Teresa de
Leyba—Robert Rogers
Illustrations
Map of Clark's routes
r^ n . -
(67.)* Singinaster, Elsie. A HI WIND RISING. Boston,
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1942. 296 pp.
Time
1728-1755
Setting
New York and Pennsylvania
Story
Bastian Schantz lives among the Indians until res-
cued by a friend of his German grandmother. He
travels as an interpreter and peacemaker for the
Indians and whites.
Topics
German immigrants—Indian councils and negotiations
with the whites—Indian life and character—Indian
massacres and captives—Indian traders
—
problem of
land ownership and encroachment of whites upon
Indian lands
—
proprietors—reluctance of Q,uak:ers to
defend the frontier—Six Nations—wars against the
French
Historical Characters
General Braddock--George Croghan—Benjamin Franklin
—
William Franklin—James Logan—George Washington
—
Conrad Vi"eiser
Illustrations
Map of western Pennsylvania
c
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(68.) Stern, Philip Van Doren, THE DRUivIS OF THE IvIORNING.
Nev; York, Doubleday, Doran and Company, Inc., 1942.
627 pp.
Time
1837-1865
Setting
Illinois, Boston, Pennsylvania, and the South
Story
Jonathan Bradford is a staunch Abolitionist who
travels throughout the South, gives anti-slavery
lectures, works with the Underground Railroad, and
serves in the Civil War.
Topics
Alton Riots—Boston as the center of the Abolitionist
Movement—dueling—elections of 1852, 1856, and I860
—Emancipation Proclamation—Emigrant Aid Company
—
events in Kansas—firing on Fort Sumter—Free-
Soilers—Ideologies of pro-slavery people—immigra-
tion—Know-Nothing Party—mob violence in the North
and in the South—Negro regiments
—
popular sovereignty
—pre-war conditions in the South—raid on Harper ^s
Ferry—renunciation of Daniel Webster— secession and
the Confederacy—slave sales—slave stealers and
their punishment— spies and prisoners in the War
—
Underground Railroad—Various factions among the
Abolitionists—varying attitudes toward Lincoln
Historical Characters ^
John Brown—Richard Henry Dana—Frederick Douglass
—
William Lloyd Garrison—Abraham Lincoln—Elijah
Lovejoy—Theodore Parker—Wendell Phillips
Illustrations
Maps of eastern United States
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(69.) Stone, Irving. IiVLaORTAL V/IFE. The Biographical Novel
of Jesde Benton Fremont. New York, Doubleday, Doran
and Company, Inc., 1944. 456 pp.
Time
1841-1889
Setting
Washington, D. C, St. Louis, and California
Story
Jessie Benton Fremont's life is devoted to aiding
her husband in his career and ambitions.
Topics ^
"Bear Flag Rebellion"—California Constitutional
Convention
—
gold mining
—
presidential campaigns of
1856, 1860, and 1864
—
quarrel betv/een Kearny and
Stockton—St. Louis during the Civil Vvar— slavery '
question— "S. S. Panama" and "S. S. California"
—
Topographical Corps—v/estern expeditions and explor-
ations—White House festivities
Historical Characters
George Bancroft—Thomas Hart Benton—Francis Blain
—
James Buchanan—Kit Carson—John C. Fremont, his
background, his character, explorations, and military
and political career—Bret Harte—Stephen Kearny
—
Thomas Larkin—Abraham Lincoln—Samuel Morse—
Nicholas Nicollet—Commander Robert Stockton—John
Tyler—John Greenleaf vVhittier
Illustrations
None
J
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(70.) Street, James. BY VALOUR AND ABIAS. New York, Dial
Press, Inc., 1944. 538 pp.
Time
1862
Setting
Mississippi River, Natchez, and Vicksburg
Story
Wyeth Vvoodward and his confederate friends are
concerned with the building of the "Arkansas" and
delaying the capture of Yicksburg.
Topics I
Activities of the "Arkansas" and other Confederate
ships on the Mississippi—bushwhackers—Cajons--
cotton speculation and traders—events of the Civil
V/ar— ideologies concerning slavery and Abolition
—
siege of Yicksburg—variety of nationalities fighting
on each side
Historical Characters
Benjamin Butler—Ulysses S. Grant—Joseph Johnston
Illustrations
Aaap of the Mississippi River Valley in the vicinity
of Vicksburg
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(71.) Sublette, C. M. and Kroll Harry Harrison, PERILOUS
JOURNEY. New York, The Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1943.
418 pp.
Time
1821
Setting
Mississippi River and the Natchez Trace
Story
Jim Dalrymple searches for his missing father and is
molested by river pirates.
Topics
Character of frontiersmen—cotton and plantation
economy—flatboats—life in New Orleans—New Harmony'
philosophies concerning the destiny of America
—
religion on the frontier—river lore—river pirates-
stages of frontier development—steamboat explosion
Historical Characters
None
Illustrations
Map of Mississippi River and the Natchez Trace
c.
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(72.) Swanson, Neil H. THE SILENT DRUlvI,
Rineiiart, Inc., 1940. 50? pp.
New York, Farrar and
Time
1764-1765
Setting
Western Pennsylvania
Story
Frederick Van Buren, an indentured servant, escapes
from his cruel master and lives with the Indians,
When he is forced to leave them, he seeks the pro-
tection of Arnett Leslie, a planter, who is engaged
in securing help for the frontier settlers against
the traders and Indians.
Topics
Black Boys— education on the frontier—Forbes Road
—
hunting—indentured servants--lif e at Fort Pitt—life
of a white among the Indians—neglect of the frontier
by the proprietor and the colonial government—Penn-
sylvania Provincials
—
quarrel between the traders and
the settlers—Shawnees—Sons of Liberty—taverns
—
travel and life in the wilderness
Historical Characters
George Croghan—Alex McKee
Illustrations
None
(c
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(73.)* Thane, Elswyth. DAVE'S EARLY LIGHT. New York, Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, 1943. 317 pp.
Time
1774-1781
Setting
Virginia and the Carolinas
Story
Julian Day, an Englishman, becomes the progressive
schoolmaster at V/illiamsburg and the staunch friend
of the young Mawes twins. During the Revolution,
the breach with his friends, the Spragues, is healed
when he joins the Patriots.
Topics
Army life— colonial education— customs and dress in
Williamsburg— events before and during the Revolutioni
—French help for the American cause—lack of interest
regarding the colonies in England— slavery—Tories
—
Virginia Convention
Historical Characters
Baron de Kalb—Governor Dunmore—Nathaniel Greene
—
Patrick Henry—Thomas Jefferson—Lafayette—Erancis
Marion—John and jidmund Randolph--George V/ashington
Illustrations
Map of V/illiamsburg
.v' J. -Vv
\
(74.)* Thane, Elswyth. EVER AFTER. Duell, Sloan and Pearce,
1945. 334 pp.
Time
1896-1899
Setting
V/illiamsburg, New York, England and Cuba
Story
The private affairs of the Sprague, Murray, and Day
families occupy their entire attention, until the
Spanish-Ainerican V/ar interferes.
Topics
Effect of the Civil War on one southern family
—
historical background of Williamsburg—life of
English and American upper-class families in the
Victorian era—opinions concerning the Spanish-
American Vjar
—
part played by the press before and
during the Spanish-American V/ar
—
presentation at
Queen Victoria's court—Rough Riders—San Juan Hill
—sinking of the "Maine"—state of world affairs in
general—Victoria's Diamond Jubilee
Historical Characters
Clara Barton—Theodore Roosevelt
Illustrations
None

(75.)* Thane, iiJlswyth. YANK'^E STRANGER. New York, Duell,
Sloan and Pearce, 1944.- 306 pp.
Time
1860-1865
Setting
Williamsburg, Richmond, V/ashington
Story
The Sprague and Day families are torn by conflicting
loyalties during the Civil \var«
Topics
Election of I860—firing on Fort Sumter and other
events of the Civil V/ar—free Negroes—life in the
South—mob violence before the War—role of news-
papermen in the vVar— secession and the Confederacy
Historical Characters
General Robert E. Lee— J"eb Stuart
Illustrations
None
fr
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(76.)*- Turnbull, Agnes Sligh. THE DAY MUST mm. New York,
TJae Macmillan Company, 1942. 4B3 pp.
Time
1778-1782
Setting
Western Pennsylvania
Story
Hugh IvIcConnell, foster son of Sam and Martha Murray,
fights in the devolution and returns to wed their
daughter, Violet.
Topics
Character of frontiersmen--events of the Revolution
in the V^t'est—feeling of hatred toward Indians
—
Indian massacres—Indian treaties—lure of the wil-
derness
—
pioneer life, women's work, hunting, sociq.1
gatherings, and religion— superstitions about cures
for illness
Historical Characters
George Rogers Clark—Simon Cirty—General Hand
Illustrations
Drawing on inside covers

(77.)* Van ^very, Dale. WESTWiiRD TEE RIVER. New York, G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1945. 275 PP.
Time
1794
Setting
Ohio River
Story
Sarah Kingsley and a young settler, Noah, become
involved in the intrigues to establish a separate
country in the V/est.
Topics
Care of the sick:--character of the frontiersmen
—
conditions of unrest in the West—effect of the
French Revolution on the United States
—
political
and economic conditions in the United States—river
pirates— schemes of the French in the West
Historical Characters
George Rogers Clark—"William Clark
Illustrations
None
cc
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(7S.)* v;eaver, V/ard (F. van V/yck: ivlason). HANG IvIY WREATHE.
New Yorj£, Funk and Vvagnalls Company, 1941. 302 pp.
Time
1862
Setting
Virginia and Maryland
Story
Captain Hubert Cary, a member of the Rhode Island
cavalry, is captured by a relative who is a Confed-
erate, After his escape, he leads a detachment to
disrupt the southern railroad service.
Topics
Battle of Antietam—conflicting loyalties within one
family
—
jayhawkers—life on a southern plantation
Historical Characters
Jeb Stuart
Illustrations
Drawings by John Alan Maxwell—map of Virginia and
iViaryland

(79.) 7/eld, tTohn. DON »T YOU CRY FOR ME. New York, Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1940. 494 PP«
Time
1846-1847
Setting
Independence, Missouri to California
Story
The members of the wagon train bound for California
are very different in character and are migrating
for varied reasons.
Topics
Attitudes toward the iviexican \;ar--buffalo herds
—
Comanches, Dacotahs, and Diggers—doctors—famous
trails and forts of the West—law enforcement—life
and hardships of a wagon train—religion
—
The Emi-
grants' Guiae—types of migrants—weakness of the
Indians for liquor
Historical Characters
Jim Bridger
Illustrations
None

9
(80.) Whipple, Maurine. THE GIANT JOSHUA. Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1940. 633 PP.
Time
1861-1887
Setting
Utah
Story
Cory is one of the three wives of Abijah Maclntyre
and suffers the hardships of the Mormons' way of
life and the persecution of the Gentiles.
Topics
Arrest of Brigham Young—description of the country-
side—history of the xviormons—Mormons- customs,
beliefs, laws, religion, missionary enterprises,
settlements, and way of life—Mountain Meadows
Massacre
Historical Characters
John D. Lee—Brigham Young
Illustrations
None
9
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(81.) Williams, Ben Ames. COivIE SPRING. Boston, Houghton
Mifflin Company, 1940. 866 pp.
Time
1777-1784
Setting
Along the St. George's River in Maine
Story
Mima Robbins and Joel Adams establish their home and
family in the Maine wilderness.
Topics
Dealings with the few remaining Indians—General Court
of Massachusetts
—
geography of the region—life on the
frontier, building homes, cooperating with neighbors,
working, growing food, clearing land, hunting, pre-
paring for winter, gathering for social activities,
enduring hardships, and laying out townships
—
prob-
lem of land ownership—Revolution in Maine—Biguyduce
expedition, Tory refugees, and the capture and escape
of General Peleg Vfadsworth—traveling in the wilder-
ness
Historical Characters
Ben Burton—V/aldo Dick:e--Doctor Fales—Peleg Wads-
worth—Mason Wheaton
Illustrations
None
i
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A
Abenaquis (6)
Abolitionist movement (59) (63) (68) (70)
Adams, John (20) (26) (31) (57)
Adams, John Q,uincy (40)
Adams, Samuel (26) (31)
,
Aesthetic cults (39)
Alamance ( 30
)
Albemarle Sound (28) (29)
"Alfred" (20) (57)
Allen, Ethan (6)
Allen, Heman (7)
Alton Raids (68)
American army (35) (42) (45) (51)
American Fur Company (8) (19)
Anfire, Major (34)
Andros, Governor (49)
Antietam (78)
Appleseed, Johnny (48)
Apprentices (10) (31)
Architecture (17).
"Arkansas" (70)
Army life (1) (2) (8) (26) (35) (40) (41) (42) (45)
(51) (55) (66) (73)
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A
Arnold, Benedict (13) (35) (38) (58)
Assemblies (42) (54) (64)
Astor, John Jacob (19)
B
Back country. See Frontier.
Backwoods, See Frontier,
Bahamas (51)
Balloon ascension (39)
Bancroft, George (69)
Bannock City (12)
Baptist Church (15)
Barbados (54)
Barnum, Phineas T. (5)
Barton, Clara (74)
Battles* See individual battles.
Bay Psalm Book (5)
Bear Flag Rebellion (69)
Beaumarchais (58)
Bedford Village (2)
Bellamy, Sam (49)
Bellomont, Lord (49)
Bennington (14) (42)
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B
Bennington G-rants (6)
Benton, Thomas Hart (69)
Biddle, Nicholas (20) (51)
Biguyduce Expedition (81)
Blacl£beard (28)
Black Boys (72)
Black Codes (62)
Black Hawk (8)
Black Hawk War (44)
Blacksmith (60)
Blain, Francis (69)
Blennerhasset , Harmon (48)
Blockade (46)
Blue Laws ( 5
)
Bolivar, Simon (7) (40)
Bondsmen. See Indentured servants
•
Bondsv/omen. See Indentured servants,
Bonhomme Richard" (20) ($7)
Bonney, Anne (28) (29)
Boone, Daniel (25) (53)
Boston (31) (63) (68)
Boston Port Bill (20) ( 31)
Boston, siege of (42) (58)
(7)
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B
Boston Tea Party (31)
Boundary disputes (3) (6) (8) (9) (29) (54)
Bowman, Isaac (65)
Bowman, Joseph (65) (66)
Bowman family (53)
Braddock's expedition (41) (53)
Braddock, General (41) (6?)
Brant, Joseph (35) (48)
Breed's Hill. See Bunker Hill
Bridger, Jim (79)
Brims, See Emperor Brims, (61)
British army (2) (3) (13) (26) (31) (34) (35) (41)
(50) (51) (58)
Brooklyn (39)
Brooklyn Bridge (39)
Brown, John (63) (68)
Buchanan, James (69)
Buffalo herds (79)
Bull boats (1)
Bunker Hill (42) (58)
Burgoyne, General (35)
Burr, Aaron (4) (7) (26) (38) (48)
Burton, Banjamin (81)
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B
Bushwhackers (70)
Butler, Benjamin (63) (70)
Buttrick, John (45)
Byrd, Colonel (29)
0
Cahokia (65) (66)
Cajons (70)
California (69)
"California" (69)
Camden (34) (55)
Camp meeting (44) (47)
Canada (6) (8) (35) (42) (58)
Canals (53)
Canning, George (40)
Canonchet (64)
Cape Cod (46)
Cape Fear (28) (54)
Captives. See Indian captives.
Carleton, General (35) (58)
Carpetbaggers (62)
Carson, Kit (69)
Gary's Rebellion (29)
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C
Gary, Thomas (29)
Cattlemen (9)
Cass, Lewis (19)
Charleston (51) (61)
Charms (14) (76)
Charter (49)
Cheyennes (24)
Chicago Fire (37)
Chippewas ( 19
)
Church, Ben (49) (64)
Church, Dr. Benjamin (31)
Chrisman family (53)
Citizenship (23)
Civil War (15) (16) (18) (37) (43) (53) (62) (68)
(70) (74) (75) (78)
Clark, George Rogers (53) (65) (66) (76) (77)
Clark, vailiam (77)
Class consciousness (15) (17) (29) (49) (57) (61) (62
Clay, Henry (7)
Clergy (21) (41)
Cleveland, Grover (17)
Clinton, Governor (6)
Clinton, Sir Henry (36) (55) (58)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
Clockmaking (4) (51)
Cocfcfighting (51)
Coddington, William (64)
Colonies. See individual colonies.
Colored cars (23)
Columbia River (43)
Columbus, Christopher (33)
Comanches (79)
Committee of Correspondence (45)
Committee of Safety (13) (42) (45) (51)
Compromise of 1850 (59) (68)
Concord (31) (45)
Confederacy (18) (60) (62) (68) (70) (75) (78)
Congregational Church (4) (7)
Connecticut (4) (5) (7) (36) (49) (52) (60)
Connecticut River Valley (6)
Conspiracies (22) (25) (48) (61) (77)
"Constitution" (25)
Constitutional Convention (23) (63) (69)
Continental army. See American army.
Continental Congress (13) (20) (22) (42) (45) (
Cooper, Fenimore (7)
Copperheads (16)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
Cornwallis, Lord (30) (34) (55)
Cotton (70) (71)
Court martial (40)
Court system (4) (25)
Covered wagon. See Wagon trains.
Cowboys (13) (50)
Credit (54)
Creoles (51)
Croghan, George (3) (67) (72)
Cromwell, Oliver (60)
Crooks, Ramsey (8) (19)
Crown Point (6)
Cuba (74)
Cutts, Samuel (42)
Dacotahs (19) (79)
Dakota Territory (1)
Dana, Richard Henry (68)
Dandridge, Dorothea (20)
Darlington (24)
Davis, Jefferson (19)
Dawes, l/Villiam (31)
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D
Debating Society (44)
De Kalb, Baron (73)
DeLancey*s Hegiment (58)
De Leyba, Teresa (65) (66)
DeiJiocratic Party (4)
Deserters (51)
De Smet, Father (1)
D»Estaing (50)
Detroit (8)
Dicke, V/aldo (81)
Diggers (79)
Diplomacy (7) (35) (40)
Dissenters (54)
Divorce (7)
Doctoring (2) (9) (14) (15) (37) (40) (41) (44) (47)
(50) (54) (56) (76) (77) (79)
Dominion of New England (49)
Donelson family (17)
Douglass, Frederick (59) (68)
Dueling (4) (32) (40) (68)
Dugout dwellers (9)
Dunmore, Governor (73)
Dutch settlements (26) (52) (60)
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D
Dwight, Timothy (7)
E
Eden, Governor Charles (28)
Education (7) (9) (15) (17) (21) (43) (44) (47) (49)
(62) (63) (72) (73)
Edv/ards, Judge Piermont (4)
Elections (16) (25) (39) (44) (53) (62) (63) (68)
(69) (75)
Electric cars (17)
Electric lights (39)
Emancipation Proclamation (62) (68)
Embargo (4) (42)
Embargo of 1807 (20)
Emigrant Aid Company (68)
Emigrants* Guide, The (79)
Emperor Brims (54) (61)
Endicott, John (52)
England (22) (35) (40) (54) (58) (60) (74)
English armyo See British army.
Epidemics (6) (15) (49)
Explorations ( 69
)
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F
Fales, Dr. (81)
Farming (4) (9) (10) (13) (U) (15) (16) (25) (37)
(38) (52)
Fanning, Nathaniel (57)
Federalist Party (7)
Fencing (28) (29)
Feuds, Scottish (51)
Financier (27)
Fink, Mike (48)
Fishermen (49)
Fishing (49)
Flatboats (48) (71)
Flatheads (44)
Floods (6)
Forbes Road (72)
Forts (3) (6) (42) (72)
Fort Dearborn (8)
Fort Duramer (6)
Fort Pitt (72)
Fort St. Frederic (6)
Fort Sumter (68) (75)
Fort Ticonderoga (45)
Fourteenth Amendment (62)
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Fourteenth Massachusetts Infantry (26) (45)
Fourth of July (9) (47)
France (20) (22) (32) (57) (58)
Franklin, Benjamin (20) (22) (57) (58) (67)
Franklin, Temple (20)
Franklin, vVilliam (67)
Freedmen (23) (75)
Free-Soil Party (63) (68)
Fremont, .Tessie Benton (69)
Fremont, John C. (69)
French Alliance (13) (34) (38) (51) (57) (58) (73)
French and Indian V^ar (3) (6) (41) (67)
French Revolution (22) (77)
French settlers (6) (8) (28) (60) (61) (65) (66)
Friars (54)
Froman family (53)
Frontier (1) (2) (3) (6) (8) (9) (10) (11) (13) (14)
(15) (25) (28) (35) (37) (41) (42) (43) (44) (47)
(49) (51) (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (60) (61) (63)
($4) (71) (72) (76) (77) (80) (81)
Frontiersmen (2) (6) (9) (10) (12) (14) (25) (28) (41)
. (42) (44) (47) (49) (71) (72) (76) (77) (81)
Fugitive Slave Law (,59)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
Fundamental Constitution of the Carolinas (29)
Fur trade (8) (19) (60) (61)
G
Cage, General (31)
Gallop, John (52) (60)
Gambling (12) (27)
Gardiner, Lion (52) (60)
Garrison, l/Yilliam Lloyd (68)
Gates, General (35) (42)
General Assembly (4) (64)
General Court of Massachusetts (6) (81)
George I (28)
Gibault, Father Pierre (66)
Girty, Simon (53) (76)
Glorious Revolution (49)
Glover, John (26) (45)
Gold Mining (12) (43) (69)
Governor's council (29) (54)
Grant, Ulysses S. (23) (70)
Great Basin (12) (80)
Great Lakes (8)
Great Swamp Fight (49)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
G
Greene, Nathaniel (22) (26) (30) (51) (73)
Gristmill (15)
"Guerriere" (25)
Guildford Courthouse (34) (55)
Gunsmith (10)
Gypsies (60)
H
Hale, Nathan (26)
Halifax (58)
Hamilton, Alexander (4) (22) (26)
Hamilton, Henry (65) (66)
Hanoocic, John (31) (57)
Hand, General (76)
Hard money (6) (13) (34) (50) (66)
Harney-Sanborn Treaty (24)
Harper's Ferry (68)
Harrison, William Henry (53)
Harrod, James (53)
Harte, Bret (69)
Hayes, Rutherford B, (62)
Helm, Captain (65) (66)
Henry, Patrick (20) (21) (25) (57) (73)
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TOPICAL IND3X (continued)
H
Hermitage (17)
Hessians (26) (42) (50) (58)
Hewes, Joseph (20) (30) (57)
Hidalgos (33)
Hite family (53)
Holmes, Oliver V/endell (25)
Hooker, Thomas (60)
Hopkins, Esek (20) (51)
Howe, General (58)
Hudson Bay Company (11)
Huguenots (28)
Hull, Isaac (7) (25)
Hull, William (8)
Hunting (10) (42) (72)
Hunt, V/ilson Price (8)
Hyde, ^'dward (29)
I
Illinois (16) (44) (68)
Immigrants (37) (53) (67)
Immigration. See Immigrants.
Impressment (42)
Indentured servants (25) (28) (41) (54) (55) (72)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
I
Indiana (44)
Indians (1) (2) (8) (11) (19) (35) (37) (43) (52)
(54) (65) (66) (67) (72) (76) (79) See also names
of tribeso
Indian agents (19) (24)
Indian captives (3) (6) (41) (54) (60) (67) (72)
Indian councils (8) (11) (64) (67)
Indian lore (3)
Indian raids (8) (11) (25) (43) (49) (53) (64) (67)
(76)
Indian slaves (29)
Indian traders (19) (54) (61) (67) (72)
Indian treaties (11) (76)
Indian wars (6) (8) (11) (41) (52) (53) (54) (64)
Industry (4)
Inns. See Taverns.
International law (32)
Ireland (35)
J
tTackson, Andrew (25)
Jactcson family (17)
tTacobins (4)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
Jacobites (29)
Jamaica (50)
Jayiiawkers (78)
Jefferson, Thomas (21) (22) (30) (53) (73
(Johnson, Andrew (18)
Johnson, Vvilliam (35) (48)
Johnston, Albert S, (18)
Johnston, Joseph (70)
Jones, John Paul (20) (30) (51) (57)
Juvenile delinquency (2)
Kansas (25) (63) (68)
Kansas vvar (63)
Kaskaskia (65) (66)
Kearny, Stephen (69)
Keelers (44)
Kentucky (51) (53)
Key, Francis Scott (40)
Kidd, Captain (49)
King Ferdinand (33)
King George's V/ar (6)
King Philip's V/ar (49) (64)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
K
King vailiam»s War (49)
King's Mountain (55)
Knights of the v/hite Camellia (62)
Knowlton, Thomas (26)
Know-Nothing Party (68)
Knox, Henry (22) (25) (26) (45)
Ku Klux Klan (23) (62)
L
Lafayette (73)
Laffite, <rean (25)
Lake Champlain (6)
Land (6) (14) (29) (37) (52) (63) (67)
Lane, James Henry (63)
Langdon, John (42)
Larfcin , Thomas ( 69
)
Laurens, Henry (22)
Law (9) (12) (40) (79)
Lead mining (19)
Lee, Arthur (20) (57)
Lee, Charles (26) (42) (51) (55)
Lee, John D. (80)
Lee, Robert E. (75)
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Leiden (60)
Letters of Marque (51)
Lexington (31) (45)
Liberty Boys (42)
Lincoln, Abraham (44) (68) (69)
Lincoln, Benjamin (50)
Localism (20) (42) (45) (49) (51) (57)
Logan, James (6?)
London (40)
Long Island (58)
Lords Proprietors, See Proprietors.
Lords of Trade and Plantations (28)
Loring, Joshua (58)
Lottery (5)
Louisiana (62)
Louisiana Purchase (4)
Lovejoy, Elijah (68)
Loyalists (13) (30) (38) (50) (55) (58) (73) (81)
M
MacDonald, Donald (55)
MacDonald, Flora (55)
McKee, Alex (72)
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M
in
McKenzie, Donald (8)
Madison, Dolly (40)
Madison, James (4) (40)
Mail system (44)
Maine (81)
"Maine", sinking of (74)
Marine Coroinittee (20)
Marines (45) (51)
Marion, Francis (73)
Marsh, John (19)
Martin, Josiah (55)
Maryland (40) (41) (78)
Masons (2)
Massachusetts (6) (7) (42) (45) (49) (57) (58) (64)
Massachusetts Emigrant Aid Company (63) (68)
Maury, James (21)
Merchants (49) (51) (62)
Mexican War (79)
Miamis (8)
Michigan (19) (47)
J Militia (3) (13) (64)
Milk sick (44)
0 Ministers (10) (15) (21)
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
M
Missionaries (3)
Missions (54)
Mississippi River (62) (65) (70) (71)
Mssourians (63)
Mobs (IS) (31) (51) (58) (59) (68) (75)
Mohegans (52)
Mohicans (49)
Monroe Doctrine (7)
Monroe, Jesa.es (40)
I\/Iontana Territory [1] (12)
Montreal (35)
Morgan, Daniel (41) (42)
Mormons (12) (SO)
Moore, Thomas (62)
Moore *s Creek (55)
Morris, Robert (22)
Morristown (42) (45)
Morse, Samuel (69)
Moultrie, William (51) (55)
Mountain Meadows Massacre (80)
N
Narragansetts (49)
Nashville (17) (18)

TOPICAL IND3X (continued)
N
Natchez (70)
Natchez Trace (71)
Naval stores (55)
Navigation (20) (32) (33)
Navy (7) (20) (25) (32) (50) (51) (57)
Nebraska Territory (1)
Netherlands (60)
Neutral Ground (50)
New Brunswick (58)
New Netherlands (60)
New England (4) (5) (7) (20) (34) (46)
New Haiapshire (6) (14) (42)
New Hampshire Grants (14) (42)
New Harmony (44) (71)
New Jersey (26) (45)
New Orleans (S) (25) (27) (71)
Newport (49)
New Salem (44)
Newspapers (27) (63) (74) (75)
New York (5) (7) (10) (13) (26) (34) (35) (36)
(42) (45) (50) (58) (59) (67) (74)
Nicollet, Nicholas (69)
North Carolina (28) (29) (30) (54) (55) (58)
It
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TOPICAL IRDEX (continued)
N
Northwest Fur Company (8)
Northwest Territory (8) (25) (65) (66)
0
Observers' Club (31)
Ohio (56)
Ohio River (48) (77)
Oklahoma Territory (9) (24)
Oldham, John (52)
"Old Ironsides" (25)
Onion fields (5)
Operas (5)
Orange County (13)
Oregon (43)
Orinoco (33)
Otis, James (31)
Ottawas (8) (19)
Outlaws (12)
Oxen (10) (14)
P
Paine, Thomas (22) (26)
"Panama" (69)
(
TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
P
Pardons (28)
Parkier, Theodore (68)
Parsons *s cause (21)
Passenger pigeons (37) (47)
Patroons (60)
Pendergasses ' Tavern (2)
Pennsylvania (2) (3) (41) (67) (68) (72) (76)
Pennsylvania Magazine (22)
Pennsylvania Provincials, See provincials,
Peq.uots (49) (52)
Philadelphia (20) (22)
Phillips, V^endell (68)
Pikes (11)
Pillory (49)
Pioneers, See Frontiersmen,
Pioneer life. See Frontier.
Pirates (25) (28) (30) (49) (71)
Plantations (34) (41) (71) (78)
Planters (20) (29) (30) (38) (62) (72)
Podunks (52)
Politics (7) (16) (17) (39) (44) (77)
Polk, Mrs. James (17) (18)
Polygamy. (80)
.
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
P
Pontiac's Rebellion (2) (3)
Popular Sovereignty (68)
Portsmouth (42) (57)
Potawatamis (8)
Powder River (24)
Prairie du Chien (19)
Pre-emption (11")
Princeton (45)
Printers (31)
Prisoners (34) (42) (45) (68)
Privateers, See Privateering.
Privateering (20) (25) (46) (49) (50) (51) (54)
Prophet, The (8)
Proprietors (28) (29) (52) (54) (61) (6?) (72)
"Providence" (20)
Provincials (3) (41) (72)
Provincial Assemblies, See Assemblies,
Prynne, William (60)
Puget Sound (11)
Puget Sound Agricultural Company (11)
Punishments (49) (51)
Puritans (60)
Putnam, Israel (6) (22) (26) (42)
c
TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
Quakers (3) (22) (29) (44) (49) (51) (64) (6?)
Quebec (8) (35)
Queen Anne (29)
Queen Victoria's Court (74)
Queen Victoria's Diamond Jubilee (74)
Quincy, Josiah (31)
R
Rabble rousers (58)
Railroads (27) (37)
Raisin River Battle (8)
Randolph, Edmund (73)
Randolph, John (73)
Rangers, See Rogers' and Simcoe's Rangers,
"Ranger" (20) (57)
Reconstruction (17) (23) (62)
Recruiting (18) (25) (45) (51)
Reed, Joseph (26)
Reeder, Andrew H. (63)
Refugees. See Loyalists*
Regiments, Negro (68)
Regulars, See British army.
Regulators (30) (44)
Religion (3) (7) (9) (10) (13) (15) (28) (33) (43)
{kk)Ah7) (60) (71) (76) (7Q) (80)

TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
R
Reservations (9) (11) (24)
Revere, Paul (31) (42)
Revolutionary Vto (6) (13) (20) (21) (22) (25) (30)
(31) (34) (35) (36) (38) (42) (45) (50) (51)
(53) (55) (57) (58) (65) (66) (73) (76) (81)
Rhode Island (49) (51) (64)
RicJunond (75)
Riot Act (42)
Rittenhouse, David (22)
River lore (71)
Rivington, James (36)
Robinson, Dr. Charles (63)
Rogers, Robert (26) (38) (42) (50) (58) (66)
Rogers » Rangers (6) (26) (38)
Rogers, Captain Woodes (28)
Roosevelt, Theodore (74)
Rough Riders (74)
Roxbury (51)
Royalists (54)
Royal Navy (42)
Royal vVelch Fusiliers (34)
Running the bounds (29)
Rush, Benjamin (22)
5
TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
S
St. Augustine (54)
St. Clair, Arthur (2) (3)
St. Francis (6)
St. Georges River (81)
St. Lawrence River (6)
St. Louis (65) (69)
Saltonstall, Dudley (20) (51) •
San Juan Hill (74)
San Martin, General (40)
Saratoga (2?) (35)
Savannah (50)
Saye and Sele, Lord (60)
Scalawags (62)
Schools, See Education,
Schurz, Carl (24)
Schuyler, Peter (6) (35)
Schuyler, Philip (6)
Scotch settlers (30) (51) (55)
Scott, Winfield (19)
Secession (7) (62) (68) (75)
Seniinaries. See Education.
Shawnees (3) (72)
Sheep (4)
Jr r-
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
(
S
Sheridan, Philip (24) (53)
Sherman, William (24) (62)
Shipbuilding (8)
Sickness. See Doctoring,
Silversmiths (30)
Simcoe, Colonel (36)
Simcoe»s Rangers (58)
Singing schools (5)
Six Nations (35) (60) (6?)
Skinners (50)
Slavery (15) (20) (21) (23) (29) (30) (44) (50) (51)
(53) (62) (68) (69) (70) (73)
Slave trade (20) (22) (28) (51) (68)
Smallpox, See Epidemics.
Smith, Joseph (12)
Smuggling (36)
Socialism (39)
Social life (7) (9) (21) (28) (37) (39) (40) (43)
(47) (56) (76)
Society of the Cincinnati (38)
Sons of Liberty (58) (72)
South America (7) (40)
South American Republics (7) (40)
rr
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
S
South Carolina (23) (28) (51) (54) (5B) (61) (73)
Spain (54)
Spanisii-American War (74)
Spanish settlements (54) (65) (66)
Spelling schools (47)
Spies (18) (25) (31) 136) (58) (68)
Spottswood, Governor (29)
I
Squatters (6) (47)
Stagecoaches (9)
Stark, John (6) (14) (42)
Stark, Molly (42)
Steamboats (1) (5) (18) (43) (71)
Stuart, Jeb (75) (78)
Stevens, Isaac (11)
Stockton, Robert (69)
Sullivan, John (42) (51)
Surgeons, See Doctoring^
Syracuse (59)
T
Tarleton, Sir Banestre (30) (34)
Taverns (2) (14) (50) (59) (72)
Taylor, Zachary (19)
(55)
r 1
TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
T
Tecumseh (8)
Temperance Society-
Tennessee Centennial (17)
Terry, Eli (4)
Theaters ($)
Thomas, George (18)
Tobacco (21) (34)
Tolmie, Dr. William (11)
Tories, See Loyalists.
Topographical Corps (69)
Town meeting (14) (46)
Trade (2) (8) (11) (19) (20) (28) (49) (51) (54)
Traders (3) (8) (19) (62) (70) (72)
Trails (12) (79)
Transportation (12) (44)
Trapping (42)
Travel (1)(5) (6) (7) (9) (12) (14) (18) (35) (44)
(52) (54) (56) (60) (65) (66) (72) (81)
Treat, Major (49)
Trenton (42) (45)
Trinidad (33)
Twenty-first Massachusetts Infantry (26) (45)
Tyler, John (69)
•Si
,
i
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
U
Underground Railroad (15) (59) (68)
Utah (80)
V
Vaccination (6)
Vanderbilt, Cornelius (5)
Van Twiller, Wouten (60)
Vaudreil, Governor (6)
Venezuela (40)
Vermont ( 6
)
Vessels. See Navy.
Veterans (16)
Viclisburg (70)
Victorian Era (74)
Vincennes (65) (66)
Vigilance Comaiittee (12) (43)
Virginia (15) (20) (21) (29) (41) (53) (57) (65) (66)
(73) (78)
Virginia City (12)
Virginia Convention (57) (73)
Virginia Resolves (21)
Voodoo (62)
Voting (4) (23)
-i:T
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TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
W
Wadsworth, Peleg (81)
V/agon trains (12) (25) (79)
Walker, William (18)
Wampanoag (49) (64)
War of 1812 (4) (7) (8) (19) (25) (32) (40) (46) (53)
Warren, Dr. Joseph (31)
Washington, D. C. (7) (40) (69) (75)
V/ashington, George (22) (25) (26) (30) (38) (41) (42)
(45) (51) (57) (58) (67) (73)
Washington Territory (11)
V/ater power (4)
Wayne, Anthony (25)
V/ebster, Daniel (59) (68)
Weiser, Conrad (67)
Wells, vailiam (8)
Wentworth, Bennington (6)
Wentworth, John (14) (42)
V/estchester County (38)
Westchester Guides (38)
Vifest Indies (20) (32) (33)
V/ethersfield (5)
Whaling (20)
Vflieaton, Mason (81)
(
TOPICAL INDEX (continued)
W
White House (69)
^Vhittier, John Greenleaf (69)
Wilde, Oscar (39)
Wilderness. See Frontier,
V/ilkinson, James (26) (42) (48)
Williams, Roger (64)
Williamsburg (73) (74) (75)
Winnebagos (19)
V/inslow, Josiah (49) (64)
Wisconsin (19) (37)
V/omen's rights (7) (39)
V/oodson, Daniel (63)
Woolen manufacturing (4)
Woric, See Frontier.
Y
Yamassee V«ar (61)
Yanlcees (6) (18) (62) (75)
Yeamans, Sir John (54)
Yorkers (6)
Yorktown (34)
Young, Brigham (12) (80)
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